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Lack of women delays search for provost
by Alan Byrd
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Due to the absence of women in the Provost Search
Committee's selection, the search to place current University ofCentral Florida Provost RichardAstro has been put
on hold.
The committee has decided to hold off on interviews to
":identify and assess the credentials of additional candidates," according to a memorandum released by Ronnie
Clayton, chairman of the Provost Search Committ.ee.
The committee was unaware of a law requiring both
ethnic and gender diversity to be represented at the stage
where applicants are invited to campus.
.
At this time, the committee will employ an executive
search firm to find qualified applicants. Also, they will be
contacting higher-level ~omen administrators about the
search
··
Florida's State University System is dramatically behind the rest of the country in hiring women administratnrs. Only one perrentofthe tnp administratnrs in the state
are women, including no women presidents and no women
provosts.

The lack of women in the search prompted an unprecedented letter from Chancellor Charles Reed to UCF
PresidentJohnHittaskinghimtorejectthelistandtotake
whatever action necessary.
'The recommendations ofthe search committee for the
provost of the University of Central Florida greatly dishrrbs me," Reed said in the letter. "Itis more than perplexing that a university search committee, charged by the
president with the obligation to seek out women and
minority candidates, submitted a list that includes five
white men and no women."
The University ofCentral Florida chapter ofthe United
Faculty of Florida was also disturbed about ihe lack of
women candidates. In a letter sent to Hitt. Frank Kujawa,
presidentofthe UFF/UCFchaptercouncil: said the search
coinmittee was under "undue influence plared by Dean of
Arts and Sciences Edward Sheridan, in collusion with his
wife Kathleen Sheridan, a professor in the psychology
department"
The letter goes on to say the Sheridans sent out memos
in opposition to candidates and set standards eliminating
the women candidates. Also, they were passing out petitions with the same stance, it said. The inemo sent out by

COME ALONG ... ON A MAGIC CARPET RIDE

Edward Sheridan does not say anything derogatory towards any of the women candidates. In ·fact, it says "one
rumor indicates a woman candidate withdrew because she
could see the next provost has been chosen."
It goes on to say some ofthe candidates are not properly
qualified because they "coUld not be appointed full professor, have never received an external grant and have never
chaired a doctoral dissertation."
The UCF/UFFchapterthinksthememoreliestoomuch
on research. Also, they said this was not the first time the
Sheridans have tried to influence decisions on the hiring of
top positions.
"We came out of the meeting with an overwhelming
feeling," Kujawa said "We felt, first ofall, that this was the
first time they have had an effect 'in t}ie search process,
especially with the candidate from Maine."
Julia Watkins, academic vice president at the University of Maine, was encouraged by Hitt to apply for the job.
"Secondly, wefeltasiftherewasan overemphasis on the
Sheridans to employ those With research qualifications,"
Kujawa continued. "We've made bad hiring
decisions in.the past by hiring research people for peoplePROVOST continued page 3

Four Jtic-k ets enter
presiden.tial election

.

by Rosibel Monserrate
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

'>

. Spring 1993 marks the 2.5th Student Body presidential election at
UCF.ThetwoticketsontheballotareChrisMarlin/JoeJustinandJohn
Shadgett/Chris McGee. Write-in candidates include Russ Lloyd/Brian
. · ·~ Rogers and Erik Still/Brian Costello.
·
The Marlin/Justin and Shadgett/McGee tickets highlight plans for a
more effective Stlldent Senate. Justin said that senators start out with
energy and ideas, but debates over bills and recommendations take the
enthusiasm away. Justin said he plans to have senators work as a team
and to have bills thoroughly addressed before coming to the floor.
Shadgett and McGee said they plan to move some senate meetings
to the ·green to involve more students. They also plan to post senate
meeting minutes to inform students ofactions pertaining to voting, bills
and practices of Student Government
Abigissuethis campaign is the spending ofthe Activity & Service Fee
monies. Marlin and Justin's plan for a more efficient spending process is
tnhavetheA&SFeecomplementnotreplaceanorganization'sfundraising
efforts.
"We need tn make sure it's a joint effort," Marlin said
"We need tn spend the students' money a little le$ freely," Shadgett
said Shadgett and McGee plan to create ways to generate and to save

Josephine Perez, a freshman hospitality management major, checks out a
rug on display at the UCF Library. The rug was part of a UCF Muslim Student
Association exhibition on Islamic civilization, art and culture. (o.eo.r1FuruFtE)

ELECTION continued page 3

Police confiscate IDs as mme sbldents fake licenses
More students at UCF are using fake IDs to get into fraternity parties and night clubs

by Mark Schlueb

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

University police are seeing an upswing in the use
offalse identification, crime prevention officer Randy
Mingo said.
According to Mingo, police are running into more
minors usingfake driver's licenses to buy alcohol and
to get into fraternity parties where IDs are usually
checked.

· Police arrested Stephanie Smucker, 20, at a party at
the Pike house early Saturday morning. Police say
Smucker altered her driver's license by changing her
date of birth.
A week earlier, on Feb. 6, police arrested 20-yearold Jason Boucher for underage drinking at~ Sigma
Phi Epsilon party. According to police, Boucher
presented a fake license when he entered the party.
Boucher later admitted he got the license about
three years ago in high school.

CLASSIFIEDS page 8

Officer Mingo speculated the rise in the use of
false identification may be the result of someone on
campus producing them for sale to minors. Another
possible reason could be the upcoming spring break,
Mingo said.
"AlotofthembuythemtogetintoclubsinCocoaand
Daytona Beach," he said.
Mingo warned those using false identification to buy
alcohol will be arrested for illegally possessing alcohol
as well as for using the false ID.

•
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Chris Marlin

I

Joe Justin

Director of SG Public Relations for 2years
Chair, Spirit Task Force
Chair, Student Safety Task Force
Co-Chair, V~sion '92
UniveISity Scholarship Committee
Student Presidential Search Committee
UCF Strategic Planning Council
UCF Marketing Task Forte

Ju tice. SG Judicial Council
3 years Student Senator
Chair. Legislative. Judicial, and Rules Committee
Consultants for Effective Leadership (CEL)
Chief Author of Senatorial Constituency
Requirements

•

•
Customers Deserve Service...
WE WILL

•see to it that an All-in-One card system is adopted

•

• form aStudent Consumer Action Committee to ensure that

your complaints do not go unanswered • set-up an easy
access, highly publicized SGA Hotline to answer your questions and act on your suggestions to improve SG services •
mold a new and effective Transfer Orientation Program.

pecsonalized finai1cia! aid
advisement • access Bookstore profits, generated by
students, for special projects
that will directly benefit students • continue to lobby
Tallahassee for a better
funded system of higher
education while keeping
your tuition low.

•

There Will Be Opportunity...

We're Here to Learn ...

WE WILL • assist in the creation of a
Student Alumni Association for students to capitalize on current alumni
contacts in the workplace• host~esume
and job-getting workshops • open up
the advantages of Chamber of Commerce membership to all students.

WE WILL •work to extend library hours at
critical use times• see that an amnesty period
is established for the return of late library
books• advocate a year-round trimester academic calendar for quicker .degree completion• continue the fight for quality academic
advising• work for a REAL DEAD WEEK with no
quizzes, tests, or new materiais • publish
course guides prior to Fall '93.

•

•
Advocacy Is Service...

WE Wn..L • represent students on nearly 50 Univerr
" sity and Community-wide
'We have the experience, knowledge, and vision to lead Student Government into committees and publish
its 25th year of service. Food service reform, women's issues, diversity concerns, those meeting times so you
campus safety, and communication improvements are all issues we consider can attend• work for the full
important...issues we can impact. We believe in honest student service and will implementation of the
see that a comprehensive accountability plan is ·formalized for all student ser· American Disabilities Act •
vants.
_·fight for the rights of non'"- We want to lead this student body and serve it•.Our D.Dh Priority is Progress." ..J traditional and graduate students.
·

•

•

•

•
•
•

Chris McGee

John Shadgett

UCF Student Government Senator
Young Entrepreneurs
Environmental Society
College Republicans
Vmity Soccer
Quotes

UCF Student Government Senator:
• Legislation and Judicial Rules Committee
• Clubs and Organizations Committee
• Activity &Service Fee Committee

~
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Money
Tum the reflecting pond in
front of the Administration
Building into a "wishing
well" into which students
would be encouraged to
throw spare change. This
money would be collected
and given to the UCF Bud-

Open the -office of the President and Vice
President to anyone. NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY, NO ISSUE TOO
SMALL!!! This would encourage students
to speak out more about matters concerning
them.

•
•

Open-Door Policy
~

•

~

~

•
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Community. Support

"Question and Answer"

Set up a special "Parents Weekend" by
which parents would receive free tickets
to a football game, discount rates at local
hotels and restaurants, would be able to
tour the campus, and would be able to take
special weekend classes to continue their
education. This would encourage parents
to visit the campus and get involved, and
would allow for strong sense of community between students, parents, faculty,
and staff of the university.

Create a "Question and Answer" Column
in the school newspaper allowing students
to ask questions and make comments pertaining to Student Government and its
practices. This would allow students to
know exactly what is happening in Student Government, and would answer any
questions pertaining to the spending of
money, or the reasons for the actions taken
by Student Government on various issues.

Shadgett and McGee in '93
Let's Put UCF Back on Campus!!!

..
•

•
Childcare
Establish an on-campus
childcare program FREE
OF COST to all staff, faculty, and students. This
would allow Education
Majors to receive credit for
internships and would encourage more part-time enrollment.

•

..
•
•
•

•
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Vandal spray paints Sigma Chi frat house
standinginthefrontyard.Bothofthemfledintothewoods. about8a.m. Whenheretumedat3p.m.,thebumperfrom
In other news on campus:
his 1988 Ford Escort was missing.
•Police arrested a UCF student for drunk
Thebwnperisrubberandchrome, with a parking
LI~ decalattached.Anyoneseeingasuspiciousperson
driving.
A24-year-old was pulled over at the Gro- ft •.· .;~'.<?~.·.·:~\.~.J'l carryingabumperofthisdescriptionisaskedto
-~
Trail
~"
·~i:::· 4 ·\
"-<l
callthe poIire~
. ediately.
cery Box store on t h e corner ofAl waya
,.~ ~· .':>kl;,:~:.,
andUniversityBoulevard.Hegavehisname
\~ .>-~~&
•Two bicycles were stolen from the
as Robert J. Krupznski.
j,.<,~=-tf'
same area recently, according to police.
Police later discovered the nian's real ,,,..,.. . . . .
Brien Nevrinceen's Ral_eigh moun~n
identity as Jason Van Galen, and that his
_A.~v···= . ~
bike was stolen from the Seminole Hall bike
driver's license had been suspended.
.,....,,,
~,. rack sometime before Feb. 10.
• Brian Ross reports rear bumper of car stolen.
Scott Moore, 20, had his bike stolen from the
According to Ross, he parked his car in L>t T-600 at same bike rack over the weekend.

by Mark Schlueb
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

0

• Someone vandalized the Sigma Chi fraternity
house last week.
According to police, someone spray painted the front
and back walls, pillars and sign at the house at about
5:30 a.m. Feb. 11. The vandals also stole the fraternity's
volleyball net.
A witness reported he saw someone in a black
Mustang drive by slowly just after 5 a.m. Later, he saw
the same car parked in front of the house. When he
approached the car, the driver sped off and left two men

O

"

#
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~3Announcements= NO RING AROUND THE COLLAR
....

--

-

-

Graduate Teaching Award
NominatK>ns for the newly-established Graduate
Teachil'YJ Award rrust be submitted to the Office of
Academic Affairs no laterthan Friday. The council will
oorrplete the review aro make their selection by ,
MardlS. Theawardwill bepresentedatthe Founder's
Day oonvention to be held April 7.

by Katie Jones
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A chapter of the National Organization for
Women was started in February at UCF.
Jessica Pinkman, a junior majoring in liberal
arts, said she decided to start the club after
taking a feminist theory class with Shelley
Park. She said UCF had a NOW club when the
university was called Florida Technological
University. When the name was changed to
UCF, the club disappeared.
Pinkman said the club is not a group of
feminist radicals, just a group ofmen and women
who want to better socie.t y and the treatment of
women.
Shelley Park, an assistant professor in the
department of philosophy and faculty adviser to
NOW, stressed NOW stand~ for the National
Organization for Women, nQt of women.
Pinkman said that she too encourages men to
attend the meetings.
"By attending NOW meetings, men can learn
how sexism hurts all people, regardless of their
sex," she added.
The new members of NOW have many goals
they hope to accomplish through the club, including emergency phones and better outside
lighting on campus.

Student discomt at Disney
The Disney Break, a special theme park ticket for
Fbooa oollege students duril'YJ spring break, offers
the dX>ice of three parks for $24.
The ticket is good for one day between Marcil 1 aro
April 2, 1993 in either the Magic Kingdom, Epcot
Center, or Disney-MGM Studios Theme Park. A
special $5 admission ticket is also available for
Pleasure Island. TK::kets can be purchased at all
three Disney theme parks, aro a valid oollege identWication is required.

Biker photos exhibit
"The Asphalt Flight : A Bi<:er's Experience" will be
displayed in the gallery of the Harris Hou~ of Atlantic
Centerforthe Arts from Tuesday to March 13.The
exhb~will ooirx:idew~h Bi<:e Week "93. 'f!1e opening
reception will take place 6-8 p.m. Feb 26 atthe Hanis
House ,bcated at 214 South Riverside Dr. Call 423-

1753.

FLA.Law Day
Phi ~ha Delta will host FLA. Law Day for UCF
students who are plannil'YJ to attend law school after
grad.Jation. Two law schoof students will be there to
answer questions. UCFgracllate BobCheny, afirst
year law student at UF., will be one of the speakers.
Law Day is at 3:30 p.m. Feb. 26 in the University
Dinil'YJ Room. Cost is $3 for Phi Alpha Delta members aro $4 for non-ment>ers. The registration
deadline is Friday.

NOW restarts
club at UCF

Danyel Hunter, a freshman majoring in accounting, washes her clothes near the Commons Tuesday afternoon. (DeHoog/FUTURE)

Despite their gains,
minorities set back

by College Press Service
Although minority students have made gains
in college enrollment, their progress has been
jeopardized by reductions in state and federal
- funding that limit their access to higher educain selecting courses.
tion, a new report says.
ELECTION
The status report by the American Council on .
A
UCF
All-in-One
card
is
in
the
works
to
allow
students
to
pay
FROM PAGE 1
for meals, check out books, check registration and financial aid Education also concludes minorities are still
money to increase the budget. To generate money, they status, and more. Marlin and Justin plan to see to it that the "far underr.epresented" in higher .education in
propose turning the reflecting pond into a ~hingwell.'To systemisadopted.ShadgettandMcGeelikethesystem,butthey most states in comparison to the states' racial
save money, they plan to create a task force to evaluate the plan to ask students whether they want the system or not
makeup.
UCF budget and give advice for better spending practices.
Write-in candidates Lloyd/Rogers are running on a platform
The council's annual report on minorities in
UCF needs more student and community spirit and that calls for more student involvement in the workings of SG higher education charts national data on high
involvement, Marlin said. Through the Spirit Task Forre, as well as "a special committee with student input to find a school graduation rates, college participation,
Marlin hopes to increase school spirit by establishing UCF solution to the parking problem."
enrollments and degree attainment.
traditions. He also plans to establish an orientation proOther points on the pair's platform include:
From 1980 to 1990, Hispanics tecorded a
gram for transfer students. Transfer students outnumber
•better campus lighting and emergency phones.
nearly 66 percent enrollment gain nationally
new students, yet have no program to acquaint them with
• better advertising of campus activities.
and African-American enrollment jumped 22.6
the university and its services. Marlin plans to make UCF
• competitive campus food services.
percent. Minority enrollment in professional
more visible to the community by having students as
• construction of a walkway over Alafaya Trail to the and graduate schools also rose considerably in
members of boards and having students take advantage of University Shoppes renter.
the last decade, according to the report.
Chamber of Commerce membership.
Still was unavailable at presstime to present any of his · The report found in 1990 and 1991, minority
Shadgett and McGee plan to set up a special 'Parents platform.
enrollment saw limited progress be-ca-use ofwideWeekend' to get parents involved with the university and
Student Government elections will be held from-10 a.m. to 7 spread state budget cuts, which reduced fundtoestahlishastrongsenseofcommunitybetweenstudents, p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday on the main campus and from 4 ing for higher education and forced many uniparents, faculty and staff.
p.m. to 9 p.m. Mo~day thorough Wednesday on the area versities to raise tuition rates and more stuBoth tirk.ets have plans for course guides to aid students campuses.
dents to seek financial aid, including loans.

Candidates promise tighter budgets and more invplvement

Committee postpones search after women and minorities were eliminated from process
PROVOST
FROM PAGE 1
oriented jobs. We've got people who are
terrible with people."
"We feel strongly there is a bias on the

Sheridans' part against women based on
his (Sheridan's) record of terminations
and evaluations of female employees,"
Kujawa said.
Sheridan denies all the charges made
against him by the UFF/UCF chapter
council.

"The letter is simply false," Edward
Sheridan said. "The letter says there
was collusion and lobbying of the deans.
I totally deny those charges.Neither one
is true. Any attempt to develop diversity
is to be lauded."
Clayton and the search committee re-

fusedtocommentontheletterFromKujawa
The extension c£ the process will take
place until all avenues of finding more
candidates are exhausted and the candidates are brought to UCF for inteiviews.
Then the committee will give three names
to Hitt for the position.
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Waste Away in Margaritaville -
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As Close to the Equ~tor as You
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W~nt

to Be!
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IN THE SUN!!!!

llrl11&1 UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA • FSU

COMPLIMENTARY
. PACKAGE.INCLUDES:

• UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA AT GAINESVILLE
• FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
· • ECKARD COLLEGE • ROLLINS COLLEGE
• UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ~FLORIDA
• FLORIDA AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL
UNIVERSITY • JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY

WHAT TO DO ON THE ISLAND?
JOIN THE "Al,I, YOU CAN DRINK"
*B~ZE

CRUISE * ALL DAY BEACH PARTIES *
BONFIRE BEACH BLAST * HAPPY HOURS
*POOL PARTIES

·FUN IN THE SUN-~

*VOl.LEYBALL * TENNIS * HORSEBACK RIDING
* BEACH SPORTS

·FUN IN THE WATER-~
*SNORKELING * SURFING * SCUBA DIVING
* PARASAILING
*DISCOS * GAMBLING * ALL NIGHT CLuBs
*AMUSEMENT PARK* DOG TRACK

*

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE WITH 1.0. • BASED ON PURCHASE OF
FOUR (4) DISCOUNTED $459. AIRFARES. SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY.
AIRPORT DEPARTURE TAX NOT INCLUDED.

*ROUND TRIP AIRFARE FROM
MIAMI INTERNA'nONAL
* ISLAND AIRPORT SlllJ1TLE
*ROOM TAX
* LUXURIOUS CONDOS
·QUAD OCCUPANCY
* I fl 2 BEDROOM SUITES FOR
DOUBLES, TRIPLES AVAll.ABLE

ACCOMMODATIONS FEATURE:
• KITCHENETrES

•
•
•
•
•
•

SATELUTE TV
AIR-CONDITIONING
GIANT SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS • GYM
HEALTH CLUB
TROPICAL BAR • RESTAURANTS
and much more...

·AIR MARGARITA
~~

1·800-326-0339 or I·S00-326-0202

ASK FOR SPRING BREAK DESK
VALID PASSPORT REQUIRED
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College students push their bodies too far to be thin
through intensive cravings.
Soon Michelle started feeling guilty
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
about her actions, but also found she
"I always thought that if I was just just couldn't stop.
"Once an eating disorder is firmly
thin enough I'd be okay," said Michelle,
a former student of the University of established, it is much like alcoholism
Pittsburgh and a recovering bulimic. in that it is very addictive and very
Bulimia has existed for more than 30 , difficult to break the pattern," said Dr.
years and has dramatically increased Virginia Condello, the director of psychiatry at The Willough at Naples, a
over the last 10 years.
Many girls begin at an early age, such hospital in southwest Florida specialas Michelle who began when she was izing in the treatment of eating disoronly 10.
ders and chemical dependency.
Finally,Michelledecideditwastimefor
The problem increases when vietims reach college. Experts believe one her to seek help. Physically, her bo4Y was
out of four college women are bulimics dying.Shewasoonstantlylethargic,cranky,
and one of two percent of all teenage bloatedanddepressed.Hersleepinghabits
girls are anorexic. It is also estimated became physically damaging.
that five percent of college men suffer
She confronted her parents, who
from bulimia.
were thankful Michelle wanted to help
Michelle used her binging
herself.
and purging cycle to escape
Michellejoinedatwelveher feelings of low self-es"If / was just
step program four years
teemandinsecurity.Notone
ago and began her new
ofher friendseversuspected
thin enough, /'d life. Forthefirstyear,her
a problem all through grade
be okay. ,,
treatment got her used to
school and high school.
not binging or purging.
By Michelle's senior year,
Thesecondyeardealtwith
her actions became drastic.
• Michelle herinnerfeelingsandnow
Sugar bowls were found
u OF PITISBURGH sheislearninghowtosurempty, cereal was gone in a
vive in relationships.
flash and as soon as grocerTreatment allows each
ies were brought home, they quickly patient to have
individual sponsor
disappeared.
and specialized attention.
"What you put into the program is
This is an important aspect of
bulimia. Research shows the disorder what you get out," Michelle said of the
is not only a psychiatric problem but time she devoted to recovery.
also a metabolic one. There is evidence
Thetherapywillcontinueforaslong
to suggest that refined sugar, flour and as Michelle wants or needs it. Her life
wheat products are addictive to will be an uphill 'b attle, but for now,
bulimics and trigger the binge cycle she is happy with the results.
by Lisa Springer

iJ

an

ti

..

Some common behavior associated recurring thoughts about buying, preparing and eating food.
with Bulimia include:
• -Eating in large amounts, several
• Fearing of becoming fat.
days a week.
• Trying excessively to lose weight
• Consuming highly processed car- by exercising, going on a strict diet,
bohydrate foods, often foods contain- taking laxatjves, taking diet pills, or
ing refined sugar, flour or wheat and vomiting.
•Feeling frustrated and discouraged
caffeine.
•Experiencing difficulty withdraw- because once you lose weight, you find
ing from these substances due to what yourself back in the binge/purge cycle.
seems like uncontrollable physical
• Looking in the mirror and constantly criticizing your body.
cravings for more.
• Becoming involved in relation• Having problems controlling the
ships with emotionally or physically
amount of food eaten.
• Spending a lot of time thinking abus'ive mates.
about food, demonstrated by frequent

Editor in Chief
The Editor in Chief is responsible for the editorial department of
The Centratflorida Future. He I she determines editorial content
and policies, appoints a managing editor and serves as a
member of the paper's Board of Publications. Journalism and
management backgrounds are strongly recommended.

Business Manager
The Business Manager -is responsible for the management of
the Future's business office. He I she appoints and supervises
an advertising manager and a staff of student advertising
represenatives and serves as a member of the Board of
Publications. A background in business is strongly recommended.
Formore information about the position ofeditor in chief, contact Bill Cushing at823-6397.
For more information about the business manager, call Tisha Valery at 823-2601.

• ••
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search is the o~y
real alternative

ith theadventofanotherspringcomesthe
prospect of student body elect.ions.
Never have they been more interesting and important than we see in this years
cxmtest Based on what information we've seen,
this set of candidates seems prepared to address
issues and questions that oonrem a wider range
andinaeasednumbers ofthe UCF student population School spirit, while still a platform issue, is
now joined by items such as child care, student
safety, advisement and parking.
We enrourage all ofyou to check out the candidatesandvote.Asforourpart, Tuesday'sissue will
feature a plank-by-plank study ofthe candidates
as well as our own recommendation

W

News Editor
Sports Editor
Entertainment Editor
Opinion Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Production Manager

Jill Kreuger
Jenny Duncanson
Cliff Vanzandt
Francis J. Allman
Lisa Tulibacki
Michael DeHoog
Dack Nehring
Jennifer Schutte
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Student presidential
elections important

6
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Delay in UCF provost

t is unfortunate that the search for a new
provost at UCF is on hold
·
While this is not exactly fair to the candidates that remain, it is precisely where it needs to
be under the currently existing circulnstanres.
The committee in charge of submitting names
of qua1ified candidates to UCF President John C.
Hittfuiledtoincludeawomanin thelistoffinalists.
The chanrellor of Florida's state university system, Charles B. Reed, said this is not acceptable,
and we agree.
It is indeed hard to believe that the committee
could not find a single wo~ in the entire nation
who is "qualified" for the spot, especially when it
was Hitt who charged them with the obligation to
seek out women and minority candidates.
For students, the provost position is extremely
important, sinre this is the highest ranking academicofficerofthe university. The provostis more
than a presidential underling.. It is the person
ultimately responsible for all undergraduate and
graduate programs.
Given this, the university in general and students in particular deserve a mere diversified
selection of candidates for the position
This is not to say that the candidates that
remain on the list are not acceptable.
And we are not saying that a woman should
definitely be chosen as provost at the end of the
searchproooss,buttheuniversitypresidentshould
be given the opportunity to choose a woman, an
opportunitythatis obviouslydeniedifthereareno
women on the list.
Ifthere were no qualified female candidates in
the original pool, then alternative avenues need to
be explored to locate such candidates.
Evidently, this is precisely what the university
is going to do by hiring a "search firm" to seek out
female applican~.
It's just too bid this was not done to start with;
a lot ofwasted time and bad publicity could have
been avoided.

February 18. 1993
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Looking back at 'Glory Days'
Shannon Martin
SCENARIO
I

T

hink back. Do you remember a time in your
life when being seen
with your parents anywhere
was an absolute sin? Remember when sitting alone in a
room full of people was ta. ~oo? Ifyou do, you've got very
clear and vivid memories ofa
period in your life called high
school. Lemme jog your
memory.
High school, if anyone can remember back that far,
was the time in your life that football players and
cheerleaqers were the Mecca of social civilization (no,
rm not being too dramatic), riding the bus to school was
sooooo wicool, and being anything but popular was a
social crime. The rules of high school may be a little
fuzzy, but as I remember, they went a little something
like this:
DO:
1. Establish all friendships within one social clique.
2. Fix your hair and shirt a minimum of six times
during class.
·
3. Fightrelentles.glyfora seatin thebackoftheclassand/
or bus.
4. Show how cool you are by picking on someone smaller
than you.
5. Sit with your 200 closest friends at lunch.
6. Assume that everyone is preoccupied with your
appearance.
DON'T:
1. Hesitate to hold a three-hour telephone conversation with someone who lives right down the street.
2. Give any adult the satisfaction of being right.

3. Be afraid to place the blame on an innocent
third party.
4. Listen to a word of advice given by anyone over 18.
5. Befriend anyone wearing last year's jeans.
. 6.1.etanyone knowyouropinionisdifferentfrom theirs.
These were the rules people followed when I was in
high school. I'm sure there are more, and the ones listed
above are subject to modification. If you found any of
the above slightly amusing, maybe you can identify.
In high school, individualism was seldom (never)
encouraged. Friends urged disobedience and rebellion.
If you did not smoke or drink at the appropriate time,
you were a nerd. If you did not party until you passed
out on the floor, you didn't have your priorities straight.
Refusing to succumb to pressure from others was
immediate growid for ridicule ... in high school. I'm glad
I've grown up a lot since then.
One "good" thing about high school is that everything was so black and white. Life was so simple. All
cheerleaders were easy, the members of the math and
typing teams were all "dweebs," and it was much
"cooler" to get a 'D' on a test than to show you care about
your future. I'm so glad that my classmates spelled all
that out for me, or I would have been forced to make my
own judgments. Banish the thought!
College is the first time many students learn maturity,
responsibility and practire originality, not conformity.
Studying instead of partying is often applauded, not
shunned. A differing opinion, even if unpopular, is welcomed, not discouraged. Even the little things like eatingor
wa1kingto class alone do not bother me nearly as much as
it did when I was in junior high and high school
Was I really that immature? Was I really so naive?
Yes!
I played the game, too, rm sorry to say. It's amusing
to think that my parents told me all this many years
ago. When I was a high school senior, my parents had
the most archaic, most ridiculous ideas of any people I
knew. Isn't it amazing how much they've learned in
only two years?
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Time for count;ry to pay for GOP legacy
In response to the proposed tax increase, Senate Minority LeaderRobertDole(R-Kan.) saidhewouldgoalongwith
the President's proposals as long as the everyday working
WHAT'S NEXT?
people ofthis nation do not get the short end ofthe stick. In
uesday night was the a recorded response, Dole rattled off a list of oreupations
:
firsttimeweheardfrom that need to be honored, among them factory w01;kers,
President Bill Clinton nurses, police, et cetera.
: in a presidential role.
Now THERE'S something to laugh about.
Andithurtalotofpeople.
Aren'tthesetheverysamepeopletheGOPhasspentthe
Foremost among the past decade plus shafting in favor ofbigbusiness?The idea
pains was the not-unex- that Dole cares one iota about the middle class in this
pectednews that there would country is a scream.
have to be a tax increase and
It is interesting how compliant the Ragin' Republithat it would be spread out can from Kansas has been lately in regard to Clinton's
over all the citizenry of the proposals and ideas. After the way Clinton's campaign
United States.
was run - responding to any possible charges or
One can imagine George Bush sitting at home and allegations the Bush-Quayle camp made against him
snickering over the fact that Clinton was forced, almost with facts-it is perh~ps a discretionary tack to not try
immediately, to reneg on one of his campaign promises.and rile the White House with any accusations which
that of the middle class of this oountry. However, George might result in the truth being exposed.
and his buddies can't laugh too long and loud over the
We are not in the predicament we are in because of
situation since it was 12 years ofRepublican shenanigans liberals, Democrats, welfare or affirmative action; we are
which put the country in this situation in the first place.
here because of Laffer curves, off-budget items, savingsWhile Ron, George and the rest of the crew scared the and-loan scandals and a defense budget which, while
beejesus of Americans with images of a '\ax-and-spend- building up some superior weapons and systems also
liberal-Democratic-Congress"boogie man, they were busy managedtopissawayagoodsu.mofmoney on waStedideas
putting the nation in the poorhouse with a system of and outright rip-offs.
.
borrow-and-spend-and-cover-up-the-numbers routine.
The American people knew this, which is why Ross
And now we are where we are.
Perot stood such a good chance last November.

Bill Cushing

T

Why-Not .
l\-\£

When he campaigned, he told the public it was going to
cost to address the problem ofthe deficit. And he told them
it would cost everybody, not just a few people.
Therefore, the current situation is no big surprise to
most of the nation. Although - apparently- Central
Floridians can't seem to understand the enormity of
the problem. I guess that comes from living too close to
Disney World.
Last week, the Orlando Sentinefs weekly Sound Off
asked the question: Would you be willingto pay more taxes
to help slash the deficit? The response was a resounding
"NO!" by 81 percent of the respondents.
At the same time, a CNN/USAToday/Gallup Poll asked
a similar question and 51 percent of those asked said they
would be willing.
As a side note, only 33 percent actually believed such
increased taxes actually would go to reduce the deficit, so
Clint.on still has a long way to go in oonvincingthis country
of his integrity. At any rate, the real work now begins. It
won't be fun and a lot ofpeople, entitlement programs and
-yes-otherwise tax-sheltered businessmen and oorporations are going to pay more.
Weknewitwasoomingandnowit'shere. No amount of
self-denial or harkeningback to the good old daysofRonnie
Reagan will alter the fact that the bills must be paid
It is good that we finally have a president willing to
taclcle the real problems instead ofgomgfishing and posing
with his dog.

Chris Besaw
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The govermnent should ban bodily holes
Dave Barry
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

M

y son got his ear pierced. He's 12. For 12 years I
worked hard to prevent him from developing
unnatural bodily holes, then he went out and got
one on purpose. At a shopping MALL. It turns out that
minors can have their earlobes assaulted with sharp
implements by shopping-mall-booth personnel who, for
all we know, have received no more formal medical
training than is given to burrito folders at Taoo Bell. And
the failed Clinton administration is doing NOTIIlNG.
You're probably saying: "Don't blame the government! As a parent, YOU must take responsibility! You
and your wife, Beth, should sit your son down and give
him a stern reprimand."
Listen, that's a great idea, except for one teensy
little problem, which is that BETH IS THE PERSON
WHO DROVE lilM TO THE PIERCING PLACE. This
is the same woman who, when Rob was 6, allowed him
to get a "punk" style haircut that transformed him in
just a few minutes from Christopher Robin into Bart
Simpson; the same woman who indulges his taste for
clothes that appear to have been dyed in radioactive
Kool-Aid. No, Beth is not on my side in the ongoing
battle I have waged with my son to keep him normal,
defined as "like me, but with less nose hair."
Now you're probably saying: "Who are YOU to be
complaining? When you were young, didn't YOU feel
you had the right to do things that your parents disapproved of?" Perhaps you are referring to the time in
ninth grade when Phil Grant, Tom Parker and I decided that pipe-smoking was cool, so we got hold of
some pipes and stood around spewing smoke, thinking

Cl199J 11itiunfl Medtot Senttces. Inc..

A.I nigf'lls neservod

we looked like urbane sophisticates, when in fact we
looked like The Junior Fred MacMurray Dork Patrol. I
will admit that when my parents found out about this
(following a minor desk fire in my room) and told me to
stop, I went into a week-long door-slamming snit, as
though the right of ninth-graders to smoke pipes was
explicitly stated in the U.S. Constitution.
But we cannot compare these two situations. In the
case of my pipe-smoking my parents were clearly overreacting, because the worst that could have happened
was that I would have burned the house down and
gotten cancer. Whereas I have a very good reason to
object to Rob's earlobe hole: It makes me feel old. Rob

wears a little jeweled ear stud, and it's constantly
winking at me and saying: "Hey there, Old Timer!
YOU'D never wear an ear stud! And neither would
Grandpa Walton!"
I am also being rapidly aged by Rob's choice ofradio
stations. The one he now prefers is operated by one of
the most dangerous and irresponsible forces on Earth,
college students. I was concerned about what they
might be playing, so I tuned it in on my car radio. The
first song I heard didn't sound so bad, and I said to
myself: "Hey! Perhaps I am still fairly 'hip' after all!"
And then the deejay came on and said, apologetically:
"I realize that song was MAINSTREAM. "He said
"mainstream" the way you would say "oomposed by
Phoenicians." Then he played a song entitled - I am
not making this up - "Detachable Penis."
Yes, college students are in on the plot with my son to
make me feel old. Not long ago I was sitting on a beach
near a group of male oollege studenfB who were talking
about a bungee jumping excursion they had taken. They
were bragging about the fact that they had leaped off the
tower in the only oool way, which is headfirst and backward. They spoke with great oontempt about a group of
fathers - that's the term they used, "fathers," making it
sound as though it means "people even older than
Phoenicians" - who had jumped off feet-first, which the
oollege students oonsidered to be pathetic.
This made me feel EXTREMELYold, because I personally
would not bungee-jump off the "Oxford English Dictionary."
My son, on the other hand, would unhesitatingly bungeejump off the Concorde. And he's only 12. Who KNOWS how
old he1l make me feel by the ti.me he's 14. What ifhe wants a
NOSE RING? I won't allow it! rm going to put my foot down!
rm going to take charge!
rm going to steal Beth's car keys.
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Roommate needed Winter Springs area
2bedroom townhouse room for rent
$200 call 327-9264.

GREEK CORNER
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Pledge retreat on Friday was great looking forward to pledge's party this Friday
and Alumni picnic on Sunday. Glad to
be a brother of Alpha Kappa Psi.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Friday night open bus ride downtown,
open to everyone. Saturday night Mardi
Gras party 10-2 at the house, the best
party South of New Orleans.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Glad to see that Tony, Dave, Brantley,
and Mark are finally making it.
Congratulations! The Valentine's party
was great from what I remember, get
ready for Island! There is another
retreat soon contact Sandlin for details.
Party@ crs Sat TBMT.

Marketing Assistant: part-time
( 10-20 hours/week). Computer/typing
experience a must. Minuteman Press
898-on6

TUTORS

AUTOS

Earn up to $10/hr. Are you looking for
great hours? Great$$$? And a great
experience? Don't look any further.
Market for Fortune 500 Companies.
Call now 1-800-932-0528, ext.17-

Accounting Tutor
CPA/former college instructor.
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

The Colorado Fondue Co. is now
accepting applications for wait-staff
positions. 436 Red Bug Rd. Goodings
Plaza 767-8232 between 12-3 wk days

Experienced tutoring available for
Physics, math up to Diff. Eqn.,
Engineering Statics. Call or leave msg
678-2761.

F roommate for working female Alafaya
Wds 2/2 apt. With or w/o tum short or
longterm. Nonsmoking mature neat.
Move in now! Wendy 382-3499 ext. 11 .

Capri '82 ac stick must sell $500 obo
407-459-1228.

FOR RENT
Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc.
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

*Sheswood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

Honda Accord '85 hatchback auto, air,
stereo 88,000 miles $2680 excellent
condition call 380-1690.
'87 Chevy Cavalier Z24 red PS PB PW
PL air auto tilt cruise blk int. cloth
bucket seats 81 K miles 4 spk am/frn
cass good condition asking $4000 Mitch
277-7752 leave msg.

For rent at Cambridge Cir. 2bd 2 1/2ba ·
townhouse washer and dryer $460 per
month plus discount 851-6195.

HELP WANTED

CLUB INFO

2 bedroom, 2 bath, washer/dryer, walk
to campus 12187 Descartes Ct. $425
per month call 695-3055.

·RPS needs p/t package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-371~.

AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon

Biweekly contract student apartment
very good rate please call 273-1500.

- Greeks & Clubs $1000 an houri
Each member of your frat, sorority,
team, club, etc. pitches in just one
hour and your group can raise $1000
in just a few days! Plus a chance to
earn $1000 for yourself! No cost. No
obligation. 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65.

SC 211.
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY
The Content of Christianity Discussion
every Wednesday, noon, room 214
Student Center all are welcome. Fr.
Ashmun Brown, D. Min., Chaplain.

PHI THETA KAPPA
There will be a meeting on Thursday,
February 18 at 6:00 in HP8 215.
Contact Bob Snow at 823-2231 or Todd
Petrie at 382-5933.
Dive the Fl. Keys with the UCF Dive
Club. March 5- 7. Call, Andrew at
382-&007 or join us at out, next meeting
this Friday in SC214 at 4l

ROOMMATES
I

M roomy needed to share our 2bd/2bh
fully furn. apt. in Mission Bay. All
extras incl; w/d, mstrbd (king sz bed),
own bh, pool, gym, etc. Call Jim or
Heather at 671-0674 after 6 :00 pm.
F N/S asap 2br/2bath w/d microwave
.$270 + 112 util. located in Woodlands
leave mess. 382-2151.
FN/S to share 3br, 2bath with two
students. $225 + 113 utilities. Great area,
3 miles from UCF! Calll/ leave
message 678-4494.

Attractive 2 bedroom apt walk to UCF
420.00 a month 363-5636.
28/28, duplex, washer-dryer, close to
UCF, approx. $440. 365-3425.

FOR SALE
Queen waterbed for sale with black
leather headboard call 366-8511.
House 3br.2ba lake split plan vaulted
ceilings great room with formal dining &
living rooms dbl garage with opener
xtras $95900.00 657-6224

fRltNOS UON'l

TEL: 679-3551
2721 N. FORSYTH ROAD, WINTER PARK

...I -------------------,
H •
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With this coupon

Chi7drcn Under 10- s6oo Expires March 31 • 1993

I
I
I

L

$25 00

and up

Includes Cut & Style

$25° 0

Reg. $40

Senior Citizens s5oo Manicure

I.G.A. Plaza - Call: 380-2621
(across the street from the Frat House near Goodwill Center)

----------~--------

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

:
I
I
I

I
I
I
.J

PERSONALS
On February 23 and 24 UCF students
will choose their President. Take five
and vote. Just bring student ID.

Fast*Professional*Accurate

! am

KCO INC Typing/ $1.501678-6735
Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556
Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable.
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English.
382-8599.
Pam Beasley 365-2569.
Editing/Word Processing/WP 5.1/Laser
fonts, spreadsheets, and graphs
available $1.45/pg base 366-7356.
Term papers & resumes at terrific rates
281-8888 M-S 9-9 dsktop & WP 5.1
Typing .25 off per
$2.00·.25=only $1.75.
657-8516.

pg w/ad.
Call Lee

lH

seeking a spanish friend to help
me speak the langua~ and correct me
when I am wrong. I 1ust want to hang
out and talk. Call Mofus 273-0187.

Looking for a hot date?
Just give them a ring.
Listen to hundreds of personal ad
recordings of people lookin9 for you .
Relationships/Fantasies
Exotic Adventures/Live 1 on 1
The newest tun way for hot dates.
407-422-5115
FREE to call 24 hours.
Graphic Designing Nancy,
I know we said we would have lunch
sometime but I thought I would make it
dinner instead. Meet me at the Olive
Garden on E Colonial off Alafaya Thurs.
Feb. 18 at 7:30. I need your help see
you there--Pat.

Position available
Business Manager

Im ASlAND.
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Student Special

EXTRA DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS & FACULTIES

Spring Break Jamaica go to the
extreme! FREE parties, great cheap
food & drinks. Climb a waterfall swim in
the Caribbean from $299ea (MIA)
Reggae.Jam 800-UREGGAE SOG-8734423.

WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

Efficiencies, 1, 2, & 3 Bedrooms • Private Entrance • Patio/Porches 0 Tennis
Courts • Club House • Sparkling Pool!

DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES,
PRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC.
DISCOUNTED SOFfWARES, AS LOW AS 1.122

OTHER

CAH A CAB.

aka SHAREWARE-TO-GO OF ORLANDO

: TOP NOTCH CUTS & CURLS, INC.
I
Walk -lns Welcome
"Top NN.:h Nail Care"
IPerms
TOPNOTCHNAILCARE
Start at
Acrylics & Full Set
I

TYPISTS

Catch The Action m·th Our

QC COMPUTER

Experienced russian tutor/translator, all
levels, native speaker call Alona
677-4645

Why leave home to have your taxes
prepared? Call 679-4729 for FREE
pick-up & delivery. 5 yrs. experience
Larry Nethers' Tax Service.

lm lHf Km.

.,.

\ The Central Florida Future has unlimited opportunities for adver. tising representatives. Payment is made on a generous comm~s
sion basis and the only requirements area positive and motivated
personality. Prior experience in sales is helpful, but not required.
Territories and accounts now available to those interested. ·· ·
Call Tisha at 823-2602.
The sooner you start, the sooner you earn.
..

A

SERVICES

Need money for college expenses?

New 486SX 25MHZ, 2M ram, 85M8 , days and some overnight, 10 minutes
idehd minitower, 200W ps, 14" super from UCF. Ref. required 695-2475.
vga color monitor, enhanced keyboard ·
Looking for student to pub. the Insider
$960. Call 277-2883 leave message.
Magazine on campus & to manage
Panasonic stereo/cass./turn. w/2
local concert series! We finance
speakers-ex. cond. $25; Wilson tennis
start-up costs. Earn top income ($5-30
racquet-like new $35 (paid +$100)
per hour) & gain valuable exp. Great
ladies size grip; steam iron $3; bowling
for mkting or advtsing major. Call
ball 16# $4 liquor decanters-best offer
1-800-Gcampus.
658-5520.

The sky's the limit.

'

Alaska Summer Employmentfisheries. Earn $600+/week in
canneries or $4,000+/month on fishing
boats. Free transportation I Room &
Board! Over 8,000 openings. Male or
Female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. A5418.

Club Juana, upscale mens' nightclub
Waterbed with headboard and 8 now hiring dancers & waitresses.
Good money no experience necessary
drawer pedestal $300 obo 366-0528.
· adjust hours to fit class schedule. Call
Rectangular tinted glass table and 5 Mr. White831-7717.
sturdy silver chairs w/cushions $1_50.00
or best offer. 645-2999 ask for Marie.
Sitter wanted: for 2 children, some

[; Looking for business, marketing or any major
~
interested in earning money:
'-

SIS blk waterbed w/hdbrd, heater, 4
drwr pedisool, chose adapters eall Jay
@ 281-6077 $100 obo.

•

~!~~~~~~~:~R;~~~f
Mon. - Fri. 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 4, Sun. 12 to 4

DR. MONICA PETITH

Licensed Psychologist & Psychoanalyst
wi.th over twenty years experience

HELPING MEN &WOMEN
IMPROVE 'fHEm MOST
IMPORTANT RfilATIONSIIlPS
ANALYTIC ASSOCIATES

1850 Lee Road, Winter Park
Lic .*PY000477l

740-8080

The Central Florida Future, the student newspaper of the University
of Central Florida, Is currently accepting appllcatlonsand resumes for the
position of business
manager.
This position requires a
person who can supervise people as well as
oversee the flnanclal
transactions
and
records of the newspaper. Candidates should
flll out an appllcatlon at
our busl ness office
(823-2601) and submit a
resume and any letters
of recommendation
possible.
This position wlll befllled
by February 1993 and the
chosen candidate's tenure wlll be effective untll
the end of the spring semester of 1994.
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B-BALL

BASEBALL

FROM PAGE 12

FROM PAGE 12

(12-11) ro a 20-point lead The
Knights were able to close the gap
a little and ended the half down
54-38.
"We didn't play well in the first
half," UCF Assist.ant Coach Ben
DeVmy said "We let them get
ahead by 20 and you can't do that
against a team like Mercer."
After halftime, UCFcameback
to within six points of the Bears.
Defensewasasorespotonceagain
for the Knights. UCF allowed
Mercer to shoot 48 percent from
the field, including an incredible
56 percent from the three-point
range. The loss guarantees the
Knightsalosingseason. Theywill
play the College of Charleston
Monday night at the UCF Arena.

First baseman Todd Tocco led
the Knights with a single and two
doubles.Rjgh.tfielderGal:DyAngulo
had a double and a home run.
The game was a close one for
the first four innings with neither
team able to score. The Knights
rook the lead for good in the fifth
when center fielder Matt Amman
scored on Angulo's double.
The only score for BethuneCookman came on a ninth-inning
solo home run by Robinson.
For a change, the Knights
played a better game defensively,
registering only one error.
UCFs next game is at 3 p.m.
Friday at the UCF Baseball Complex versus the Florida Institute
ofTechnology.

UCF(8')
Saxton 1-1614-1529,Devis4-15 2-211, Welker 3-5
1·2 8, Ray Carter 3-9 2-6 10, Phillips 5-7 1-1 15,
Harper 4-5 2-611, Mat.on()..()()..() 0, Harding 0-4 0-0
0, Foster 0-0 0-0 0, Ven Deusen 0·10-0 0.
Mercer (98)
.
Thompaon 7-14 l-215,Pounds8-l.24-720,Brown512 8~ 22, Woods 2-21-3 5, Kennedy 3-5 0-0 6, Young
2-9 0-0 6, Solomon 1-5 2-2 1-5, Farley 1-1 0-0 2,
Bogpn 3-6 2-2 4, Green 1-3 2-2 4.
Ha}f\;jmeUCF38,Mercer54.Threepointshots-UCF
10-21(Phillips4-4, Carter 2-8, Devis 1-4, Welker 11, Harper 1-1, Saxton 1-2, VanDeueen0-1),Mercer
9-12(Brown4-6,Bogpn2-3, Young2-6, Solomon 13). Fouled out-none. Rebounds-UCF :fl (Welker 9),
Mercer 44 (Brown8). Technical fouls-Dean, Welker.
Total Fouls-UCF 19, Mercer 24.
A~ .

E-Mulhan, Robinson 2. DP-UCF 1. LOB-UCF 11,
B-CC 4. 2B-Angulo, Tocco 2. HR.Angulo, Robin11Dn.
SB-Golden 2, Ordway 2 , Morales 2, Mulahan,
Amman, Whittmore, Ball. Sf-AnJul.o.

UCF
Wegner W, 1-1
B-CC
Robinson L, 0-3
Schlutt
Ven Landuyt

UCF
ab r h bi
Golden 2b S 0 0 0
Ammencf 6 1 1 0
Tocco dh
6 2 3 0
Angulo rf 4 1 2 4
Fucile Sb
4 0 0 0
Morales IC 4 0 1 0
Mulhan lb 2 1 1 0
Lawrence ss 4 0 0 0
Ordway c 2 0 1 1
Whittmore pr2 1 1 0
Ball ph
0 0 0 0
Wainscott ph 1 0 0 0
Totals
36 6 10 6

9

2 0 0

s

106 6 6 4UCF
2113532 4 6
5
6 4 3
2213 322

Flegler
ah r h bi
Smith cf
5 1 1 0
Guise 811
6 0 1 0
Law11Dn-c
5 1 3 1
Hender11Dn 11'3 1 1 1
Sniadach dh 4 2 1 1
Wegemon lb6 1 1 0
Landry rf 6 3 5 2
6 0 1 1
Roach 3b
Rutkowski 2b6 0 0 1

Totals

46 9 14 7

Flagler
UCF

1 4

UCF
ab r h bi
Golden lb 6 1 1 0
Morales 1f 3 2 1 0
Marrillia cf 5 3 4 2
Angulo lb 4 1 1 1
Tocco dh
3 0 1 4
Amman rf 4 0 1 1
Fucile 3b
3 0 0 0
Ball ph
0 0 0 0
Garcia 3b 1 0 0 0
Lawrence BB 3 0 0 0
Mulhanph 1 0 1 0
WaillllCOtt BBl 0 0 0
Loubier c
0 0 0 0
Urdway c 1 0 0 0
Gillph
0100
Alkire ph
1 0 1 0
37 B 10 8
012 210 0111-9 14 0
202 010 003 0-8 10 3

E.-Morales, Fucile, Lawrence. LOS. Flegler 16, UCF
8. 2B-Merrillia, Angulo. HR-Henderson, Landry 2.
SS.Smith, Landry 2, Marrillia 3, Angulo.
IP

HR ER BB SO

Flegler
B
Roy
0
Durkee W,1-0 2

8 6 5 2 7
1 3 s 2 0
2 0 0 0 2

Tampa continues to
play strong hockey
Alan Byrd .

10

1'1agler 9, UCF 8

Lee

291 3 1

HRERBBSO

1 6
Cimilluca L, 0-1

B-CC
ab r h bi
Lewis 2b
3 0 0 0
Marte Sb
S 0 0 0
White lb
4 0 0 0
Robinson p 3 1 1 1
Jecobsc
4 0 0 0
Cunning'm 8113 0 1 0
Brown}(
3 0 0 0
Rhodes rf 2 0 0 0
Basscf
3 0 0 0
Thurmond phl 0 ·l 0

IP

9

UCF8,B-CC 1

- ~lA,IT YIE.AR I
1

000 011112-6 10 1
000 000 001-1 3 2

UCF
B-CC

SOUND OF LIGHTNING
The Tampa Bay Lightning
played one of their most exciting games when they tied the
Bosron Bruins 3-3 Sunday at
Expo Hall in Tampa.
Tampa Bay was in control for
most of the game, leading at the
end of each of the first two periods. In the third period, Boston's
Steve Leach scored a goal to tie
the game with 5:38 remaining.
"We played one hell of a
game," Tampa Bay Head Coach
Terry Crisp said. "We are happy
we had a chance to win against
a good team. Anytime you play
the Bosron Bruins even, it's a
good game."
The Lightning were led by
John Tucker, who had a goal
and an assist on Chris Kontos'
goal. Mikael Andersson scored
the Lightning's other goal.

Boston's Adam Oates registered his lOOth point in the
game, putting him in third place
in NHL scoring.
Boston's Head Coach Brian
Sutter had nothing but praise
for the Lightning. "They played
their hearts out," Sutter said.
"Give them all the credit in the
world."
The Lightning skated to a 10 loss against the Minnesota
North Stars Feb. 11. The only
goal theNorth Stars scored crune
in the third period when Tommy
Sjodin hit a shot that deflected
off the thigh of Lightning
defenseman Shawn Chambers.
The Lightning played sparkling defense, allowing only
one shot on goal in the first 17
minutes.
The Lightning conclude a
three-game road trip in
Toronto and Quebec this weekend, before playing Los Angeles at home Monday.

_ ARllED
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UCF Recreational Services Spring
Sports Schedule
Si@-UP Dead1ine

"My G.PA. went up last year. but
I guess that figures. A major university
study showed thaf'students who work 15
to 20 hours a week do better academically. It's true for me. And I've got UPS to
thank for i~.
"I know students who work for UPS
do bette.r financially. I'm working partt1 me and making about $10,000 a year.
The hours are good too. I only work
about four hours a day, so I still have time
for classes and study. Chances are you'll
be offered a position in Operations.
But you could wind up working in Accounting, Industrial Engineering , l.S. or
Customer Service:
"'

Tennis Doubles
Track & Field Meet
Softball
Floor Hockey
Racquetball Singles
Racquetball Singles

Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Mar. 19
Mar. 26

Playjne- Dates
Saturday
Tuesday
Mar. 1-Apr. 27
Mar. 1-Apr. 27
Mar.20
Mar.27

Call 823-2408 ro sign-up for these leagues or for more information on these or any other service offered by Rec Services. .

"Think of it-great pay, flexible hours
and maybe even better grades. There
isn't another outfit anywhere with a
better deal than that. That's a lot better
than average."
Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F

- PACKAGE INCLUDES: Air from Miami •
~:otel • Transfe rs • $13 Depa rtu re Tax •
$10 Secu rity Fee • Free Beach Parties
74 26 University Blvd. • Winter Pork. FL 32792

(407) 679·5499 • (800) 299·5499

_

~!{
. ..-........,

Arbour Village Apartn1ents .

-~

Arbour Village.... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.

FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.
* I WORKING
u·p.sDEtl.V"ERS ED::u:c_ATID·I!
~

I

The freshness of country living with the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just
walking distance to UCF.
.2 laundry facilities
.2 sv.iimming pools
.Professional management
•Exercise Room

.oversized walk-in closets
.small pets accepted
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

FURNISHED APARTMENTS ~VAILABLE
11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orla..1do, Florida 32826

.

9

( 407) 282-7333
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UI() '1'()U f\Nf)W TllAT?
* the CHAMP challenge is here
*safer sex or no sex
* exercise gives you more energy

* stress can make you sick

* you

* good nutrition can be easy

can lose weight pennanently

* managing y<'ur time and study habits makes college more fun

CAMVU~
W~LL~~~~
C~~T~l?
Located in the
Health Resource Center
University of Central Florida
Orlando, FL 32816-3331·
(407) UCF-5841
9-4 M, TH, W, F 11-7 T

If
You Want To Go
ToJustAny .
Grad School,
You Can
Study Just Any
Old Way
KAPLAN

The answer to the test question.
We offer prep ~.urses for the PSAT, SAT, ACT, LSAT,
GMAT, GRE and MCAT tests at over 150 locations worldwide.
For more information call 1-800-KAP-TEST

A

tieal1hv
Spil"it

Bril)I yoa bike to tbe
Sala need
Viet

I se1r I
1<e5pcinSlbilib'
I

I

~gulaf'

1111ll'DMS11JObile repar service Every Weci)esday , 9 - 2 P">• aaoss frOl1) tbe Wid Pizza-UCF c:arwas

Stress

4er()bk:

ana~ement
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UiF
ALUMNI

UCF Alumni Association
Scholarships and Awards

U~F

ALUMNI·

Alumni Fellows Scholarships-One $800 award each to: a.) a current UCF Freshman who will be a sophomore in Fall 1993; and, b.) a current
UCF Senior who will be a Graduate student in the Fall 1993. Selection criteria: minimum 3.5 GPA; well-rounded involvement on campus or in the
community; and/or exceptional work experience.
Charles Millican Scholarship- One $1000 award to a current (Enrolled at UCF 1992-93) UCF student with Junior class standing in Fall 1993.
Selection criteria: minimum 3.5 GPA; outstanding service to the university through campus club~, honor organizations, student government, etc.;
and/or service to the community through job, volunteer work, servfoe projects, etc.

H. Trevor Colbourn Scholarship· One $1000 award to a current (Enrolled at UCF 1992-93) UCF student who will have a Senior class standing
no later than Fall 1993. Selection criteria: minimum 3.5 GPA; outstanding service to the university through student government, honor organizations, campus organizations, etc; and/or outstanding service to the community through volunteer work, service projects, job, etc.
Phoenix Scholarship· (Coordinated by the UCF Alumni Association; awarded by a committee of donors to this scholarship program). One award
(typically $1200) to a non-traditional student. Selection criteria is based on merit and financial need.
Minority Scholarship· One $800 award to a·UCF ethnic minority student (any class standing). Selection criteria: a.) 3.25 GPA; and b.) wellrounded involvement on campus or in the community; and/or c.) exceptional work experience.
Distinguished Student Award· One plaque presented to a UCF student who has demonstrated outstanding achievement in at least one of the
following areas: a.) scholarship; b.) athletics; c.) social services, religious activities and campus government; d.) creative and performing arts.
Students, faculty, and staff may nominate any student who has maintained a minimum 3.5 GPA and has been a full-time student during the
1992-93 school year. Preference is given to Seniors.
Please Note- Partial scholarships are awarded for the Fall and Spring semesters. In order to receive these scholarships, students must maintain a
minimum 3.0 GPA and enroll in at least 24 semester hours of coursework during the 1993-94 year (Fall, Spring, and Summer). Students who fail
to meet these minimum criteria shall be ineligible to receive an award for the appropriate semester(s).
'

Application Deadline- Submit application, statement of academic career goals (one page maximum) as well as a copy of transcript and any supporting letters of recommendation to the Scholarship Committee by 5:00 PM on April 1, 1993.
Applications are available in (and must be returned to) the UCF Alumni Relations office, ADM 340.
If you have any questions please call the UCF Alumni Relations office at (407) 823-2586, 8:00 am to 5:00 PM, Monday through Friday.
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Daytona 500 causes contoversy in sports pages
Jenny Duncanson
OFFSIDES

"'-

Anyone who picked up a sports section
on Monday or listened to a sportscast probably found a vast amount oftime and spare
devoted to the Daytona 500 - the
granddaddy ofN.AscAR races.
I heard a lot ofcriticism for the sport, yes
sport, of auto racing. And this not only
includes NASCAR, but drag racing, grand
prix and stock car racing. Some of this
unjust criticism crune from my esteemed
colleague, Mr. Trivial Trylko. While Trivial
considers himself an all-around sports enthusiast, he can't stand the sight ofprecious
sports section space allocated to coverage of
auto racing. Now, I grant thatevezy once in
a while Mr. Trylko makes a good point, but
sorry, Trivial, you're way offbase here.
While I cannot claim to be a big fan of
auto racing, I will not take away from the
athletic ability of a race car driver. In fact, I
have great respect for their driving skill.
Now, I am a typical female driver and I
recognize my own lack of good skill. And
Trivial's driving leaves a lot to be desired. Not too many people I know would
be able to handle a car at speeds in excess
of 100 miles per hour, much less 150. My
hat is off to anyone who can and rm
impressed. It takes control and endurance to compete in those races.
Those who belong to the "Ban Auto
Racing From Sports Sections" club contend that driving around in circles for
hours does not require athletic ability.
But then, none of them are doing it. The
definition ofa sport is an active pasttime,
a diversion involving physical exercise
and having a body of rules. Well, auto
racing is certainly an active pasttime,
and there are many rules. So, by defini-

watching the local sportscasts for sports
and information and having auto racing
shoved down your throat. Channel 2's
Buddy Pittman is obsessed with these
mundane metal-crunching moments. If
it were up to him, the entire sportscast
would be about the good old boys.
Millions of people attend these
events and watch the races on TV. We
are witnessing the slow crumbling of
our society. People really do take this
stuff seriously. Why? It is one of the
most archaic, sexist events around.
tion, it fits the bill. There is more to
Women ciy foul all the time about disracing than meets the average person~s
crimination. However, I don't hear them
eye. There is a lot of strategy that goes
OFFICIAL WORD
rising up to protest auto racing's obvious
into racing; coordination ofthe pit crews,
fascination with bikini-clad babes.
timing, proper handling of the car, anDale Jarrrett won Sunday's Daytona
Sure, they look great dumping
ticipation of other drivers' actions and
500.
Gee, I'm glad I was watching the champagne on the greasy head of some
reactions. Let's see you try it, Trivial.
ThoseofBARFSS are also quick tojump Orlando Magic's triple overtime vfotory back woods hick, but are they really
·
on fans ofautoracing. People who brave the over the New York Knicks. High drama necessary?
My favorite part of this farce is how
hot sun to sit all day and drink ~r and and a last-minute finish highlighted the
watch for traffic jams should not be picked so-called sport of auto racing. I refuse to the racers involve God. God is thanked
on fortheirchoioo ofentertainment. I doubt recognizethisinanetime-killerasasport. for helping some pinhead pass a checkthey are going to spend money just to sit all Millions of people drive great speeds in ered flag and given credit for the tightafternoon and wait for an accident, as is a heavy traffic every day and are not con- knit camaraderie of the pit crew.
sidered celebrities.
Hey, good old boys, God thinks you
commonly held misconooption.
Auto racing is not a sport, just stu- are idiots for driving around in comSo maybe auto racing is not the world's
greatest spectator sport. Ifyou want to pick pidity on wheels that appeals to Re- mercialized, hyped vehicles. How can
onactivitiesconsideredsports thatshouldn't publican, beer-clenching hillbillies. anyone be impressed when an anbe, talk aboutfishing. Talk.about the lack cf These high-powered vehicles are the nouncer says, "Tide crosses the finish
National Hockey League coverage due to stars of these spectacles, not the fam- line just ahead of Mello Yello, with
the amountofspace used by the "Outdoors" ily-values-hugging good old boys that Skoal a distant third."
Ifauto racing is a sport, then so is TV
section. Talk about the dog racing results, steer the cars.
It is lunacy to spend countless hours wrestling, a.k.a. the World Wrestling
.whicllgetmorespacethantheWorldl.eague
watching cars go in circles hoping one Federation. But, we don't read about the
ever did in The Orlando Sentinel
Hey, you may not like the sport, but it will occasionally hit something. The WWFin the newspaper, dowe?Ofcourse
is a sport, and the fans are dedicated. most exciting moments in these comi- not, because it i~not a sport.
If it is a sport, then so is monster
(Would you do what they do?) Millions of cal oddities are when cars tumble and
people on every con~ent watch auto bum. No, I'm not happy seeing people truck racing. Oh no, I can see some
gf't injured or die (though they do ask heads nodding in agreement now.
racing, and they can't all be wrong.
for
it), but that is all they show on the
Well, we've devoted enough space to
Stand ana cheer, auto racing fans,
sports
highlights.
this ludicrous topic. Until next week,
cheer really loud and standby your sport.
There is nothing more disturbing than remember - the sports beat goes on!
You deserve all the coverage you get.

Trace Trylko

,~--------------··-··------------------------------------------------·
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Ii SPRING BREAK "9~"
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; DAYTOl\IADEACD
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0 RI

$57.00 Plus Tax
Per Day, Up to
4 in a Room

!

$99.00 Plus Tax ·
7 Nights 8 Days
Per Person Based
On Quad Occupancy
INCLUDES
*Free Breakfast Daily
*Continuous Pool Parties
"Continuous" Filming
*No Cover in Night Club
as Seen on MTV
Reservations and College
ID Required

1

t-800-756-8827
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I
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Paradise Im

333 S. 4Uantic Avenue
Daytona Beach, FL 32118
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eeLeNIAL

FLEA

11500 E. COLONIAL DR. (E. HWY 50)
(WEST OF ALAFA YA TRAIL)
ORLANDO

NOW OPEN FRI. NOON - 8 PM
SAT & SUN 8 AM - 5 PM

I
i

I

.G A R A G E S A L E R 5_:

1

l

SPECIAL

I

$ 2.00

I

ON FRIDAYS
550 PAVED & COVE.RED SPACES

i
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Diamond Knights fall in 10th

HIT

by Alan Byrd
STAFF REPORTER

The Smashing Knights' spring season is in
full swing. Results on page 11. {OeHoog1FuruREl

After coming from behind to tie the game in the ninth
inning, the UCF Diamond Knights lost a close one 9-8 in
extra innings to the Flagler Saints Tuesday night at the
UCF Baseball Complex.
UCF came back from a three-run deficit in the ninth
inning. Second baseman Eric Golden ledofftheinningwith
a single. The play should have been an easy out for the
Saints, but no one covered first base. Golden advanced to
second on a wild pitch and left fielder Alex Morales walked.
The star for UCF was center fielder Tony Marillia. He
went 4-5 at the plate with three runs, two RBis and three
stolenbases.lntheninthinningcomeback,hehitatwo-run
singletobringthe Knights within one. Hethen stole second
unchallenged to get into scoring position. He scored on a
sacrifice fly by designated hitter Todd Tocco.
Unfortunately, the three runs weren't enough for the
DiamondKmghts.After strikingoutFlaglerfirstbaseman
Chad Wegeman, pitcher Mike Cimilluca gave up a home
run to Flagler right fielder Lonny Landry.
Landry was a headache for UCF all night. He ~ent 5-6
at the plate with three runs, two RBis, two stolen bases and
two home runs.
Starting pitcher Jason Schlutt started off the night
erratic, giving up a single, hitting a batter, advancing two
runners on a wild pitch and walking a runner. He quickly

settled down and struck out four of the next five ~rs.
In the third inning, Schlutt quickly lost the control he
had regained. He gunned down the first batter but then
gave up a walk, threehitsandtworuns.Jules VanLanduyt
came on in relief and allowed four runs and six hits in five
innings pitched
Though the Knights lost, Head Coach Jay Bergman was
pleased with the rally. 'Tm disappoint.ed with the outcome,
but we had a nice rally, and I take that as a positive,"
Bergmansaid "Wegaveupninerunsandthatdisturbsme.
We stayed competitive and stole bases."
Marillia thought the team played together. WJ.b.e game
was the first showing that we can come back when down,"
Marillia said "We are a tough team to break."
The loss broke the Diamond Knights' four-game winning streak. Monday night UCF defeated the BethuneCookman Wildcats 6-1 to sweep a three-game series. ·
UCFpitcherJoe Wagner pitched a nearly perfect game
against B-CC, allowing only two hits and three walks with
10 strikeouts, to register a complete game victory.
B-CC pitcher Chris Rnbinson also pitched a complete
game, giving up 10 hits, six runs, six walks and four
strikeouts.
Throughout the night, UCF took advantage of the
Wildcats. Golden, catcher Sean Ordway and Morales each
stole two bases. Overall, the Knights nabbed 10 bases.

•

BASEBALL continued page 9

Running Knights thrashed by Bears
ball team's two game winning
streak, defeating the Krrights, 93-

by Alan Byrd
STAFF REPORTER

84, in Maron, Georgia Monday.

With Darryl Davis having an
off night, Mercer University
snapped the UCF men's basket-

UCF (9-14) was beat in all aspects by Mercer's top two players,
Kenny Brown, who leads all scor-

Saturday

·Sunday

Monday
Wednesday

Women's Basketball vs Stetson 7:30 p.m.
·Baseball vs. FIT 3 p.m.
Women's Tennis at Stetson 2 p.m.
Baseball at Rollins 1:15 p.m.
Women's Basketball vs. Florida International
7:30p.m.
Golf Gator Invitational at Gainesville
Baseball vs. Rollins 1 p.m.
Golf Gator Invitational cont'd
Men's Basketball vs. College of Charleston
7:30p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Southern U. 7:30 p.m.
Women's Tennis at South Florida 2 p.m.

Surf t~am takes trophy
by Jenny Duncanson
SPORTS EDITOR

t

,

Swfs up and the UCF surf
team is riding high. On Feb: 7 the
team took first at a Scholastic
Surfing Association competition
in Cocoa Beach. UCF dominated the contest in all divisions. In the men's division,
three offour finalists were from
UCF. Steve Kepler rode into
first, Kevin Fredericks stole second and Brian Howard placed
third.
The women's division was also
dominated by the Knights with
UCFs Heather Kent t.aking second place and Kristina Mekdeci
following in third
UCFsJeffFroemmingfinished
secondoverallinthebod.yboardto
send the Knights home with the
first-place trophy.
UCF has always been one of
the top teams in the st.ate, usually
winning the title. The SSA has
eightseasonalcompetitionswhich

B-BALL continued page 9

Junior learns about life and basketball

WHAT'S
Thursday
Friday

ers in the Trans America Athletic
Conference, and Yaunn Pounds.
Brown and Pounds, who scored a
careerhigh20points,led~e Bears

begin in the fall and end in spring.

The teams accumulate points at
each of the contests. After four
competitions, UCFis well on their
. way to winning the title again.
The state winners advance to the
national competition.
Although UCF has won the
state title in past years, they
have never had the money to
advance to the nationals. But
last week the UCFStudentGovemment passed a bill allocating
$1,000 to the club to help with
expenses. Club member David
llano hopes the team can get
more money to send them to the
nationalcompetitioniftheywin
states.
"We have always qualified
for nationals, but we _have
never had the money to go,
which is unfortunate, because
we have a really good chance
to win nationals," llano said.
The team's fifth competition
of the season is on Feb. 27 in
Ft. Pierce.

by Jenni Malone
STAFF REPORTER

Describing herself as reliable and trust worthy, Tricia
Duncan comes across as a
friendly and open student. But
there is more to this young
lady than meets the eye.
Thµlcan, a '$'?junior forward/
guard, is one of only three returning players for the women's basket.ball team. With increased play
time this season, Duncan has increased her per game point average from 1.7 to 5.5, including a
career-high 18 points against the
University ofNew Orleans.
· Duncan start.ed playing basket.ball at the age of four.
"My mom took me to the
YMCA," Duncan said "I wasn't
strong enough to get the ball up
and in the basket, so I threw it
from under (the basket)."
Duncan has always been very
athletic, participating in sports
ranging from swimming to basket.ball. Basketball washer strongest sport, so she stuck with it,
challenging the other kids in the
neighborhood to games. Duncan-.
continued playing basketball in
junior high and high school She
was named to the All-Conference
team her senior year and received
the Broward County Athletic
Award for two consecutive years.
DuringhersenioryearatPlant.ation HighSchoolinSunrise, Fla,
Duncan began sendingt.apes that
to various college programs.
Duncan did not want to rely on
basketball for college admission,
but when the UCF recruiting

squad cont.acted her, she could
Duncan said she admires the
Phoenix Suns' Charles Barkleys
not tum the offer down.
Duncan plans to major in busi- aggressivenessandhisoutspoken
ness and would like to work in a character. Duncan hopes that like
large firm, possibly in sports mar- Barkley, her experiences and personality will help transform a
keting.
On the court, Duncan believes young team into a winner.
herweaknessisherinconsistency.
Duncan admitted that the Lady
Knights' Head Coach Jerry
Richardsonhasonoccasioncalled
her "Dr. Jekyll and Miss Hyde."
"Sometimes I go out and play
my best and sometimes i play my
worst,"Duncansaid "Itisament.al t.hfugandihaveyetto triumph
over that."
Duncan says the difference between this year's team and l&-t
year'sisnightand day. The differences are in the ~nditioning, the
discipline and the organization.
The changes in the coaching
staflhavebeenatremendousboost
to the team. Duncan is very
pleased to be playing under
Richardson.
"I wishihadhiminhighschool.
I have learned a lot in the last six
months, not necessarily just on
the court but as an individual."
When Duncan is not on the
parquet, she is actively involved
with her sisters in the UCF chapterofDelt.aSigma Theta Duncan
said the chapter participates in a
variety ofservice projects throughout the community. One particularThanksgivingmemory stands
out to Duncan.
"We stood outside Publix and
collected canned food and money.
We brought about $150 or $200
North ofgroceries to this one fam- Duncan is in her third year
·ily. To see the woman's face ...."
for UCF. <DeHooWFUTURE)
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HAV'e YOC/ HAD orHeR. LIV'C:>?
Past lives ...
The past is the past, or so the cliche goes. But for
Kate Levensohn and hundreds of others in Central
Florida, the past is also the present.
.
The notion of having lived before may seem like
tabloid filler to some, but it is serious business for
Levensohn. For the last ... four years, she has
made a full-time career for herself as a licensed
ethical hypnotist/ facilitator. Among the many
services she provides are· past-life regressions.
According to her, most people have lived before,
and while they are not normally conscious of
them, past lives can influence present ones.
"Suppose, in a past life, you were exposed to
some sort of trauma. You might carry those fears
with you into this life. It won't always happen, but it
can," Levensohn explained.
Phobias, especially the fear of drowning, are often
related to fears from past lives. Another common
carry-over is relationship patterns. Levensohn believes that many women who fall into a pattern of
abusive and destructive relationships have been
doing so for a number of lifetimes.
One way of dealing with recurrent problems that
cannot easily be associated with anything in the
present is to do a past-life regression. Doing-one can
be a form of therapy, she said, and can be quite
beneficial to certain people.
"One group of people this really helps are people
facing life-threatening diseases. They' re able to go
back, and through a death - through a previous
death, so that they go back to the experience. It helps
them to deal better with death."

The process of doing a past-life regression is
not as complicated as one might think According
to Levensohn, the key to being able to remember
past lives is to leave the plane in which people
normally function, beta, and move to the next
plain, alpha. Once a person is in alpha, memories
of past lives come back easily.
"When you're in a regression, you're aware
of both <your current and past lives). You're
aware that you're going through a regression
but you' re also aware of a past life. "
As in any profession, occasionally strange things
happen.
"I had one lady who, in a past life, went through
childbearing. She was lying in my office, and went
though all of it- her body was shaking, and she was
tired, and it took a long time - it just went on and on
and on- and her body shuddered and afterward she
started laughing, saying 'Look at my baby boy!' She
was so thrilled," Levensohn said, smiling.
Naturally, there are those who do not believe what
Levensohn does is real. Those skeptics include her
husband. Stephen. who is a professor at UCF. Even
Levensohn herself admits there is no way to be
certain.
"I believe that it is true. When people come here
to see me, it doesn't much matter whether they
believe or not. If they didn't, why would they create
these images? I believe that it's true, but there is no
way to prove it," Levensohn mused.
• dave bauer
central florida future
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At Saturn, we
know the value of teamwork. Our team is 6,900
members strong, and
our success is due to
everyone's contributions
and commitment. Every
one of them.

The winning campus
team will:
• Receive $1,000 and a
trophy at a Saturnh osted reception

Student teamwork
makes a difference, too.
It can help feed and clothe
the homeless, design and
build a solar-powered
vehicle, launch a campus recycling program, or
create an alternative spring break program to help
build homes for the poor. These are just a few examples of past Saturn Award winning projects, of
students working together to-help their community.

• Become eligible for·
the 1993 National
Saturn Award of
$5,000 to be presented
at Saturn in Spring
Hill, Tennessee
So tell us about
your team's sucess. Pick up your application at the
Campus Activities Board office. Or for more information, call 823-2611. -Applications are due by
March 5, 1993.

The Saturn Award recognizes and encourages
efforts and innovations of student teams. Teams of
three or more students can apply. Eligible projects
are those that either began or were active within one
year prior to the application deadline .

In association with University of Central Florida.
-

~® SAT~N ,.
ON

CAMPUS

A.

.A . CHILD CARE
" " ' STUDENT GOVERNMENT CREATIVE SCHOOL·FLEXCARE
PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

If you have children, and have an interest in providing them
with alternative, quality care while you attend class at UCF,
please take a few moments to complete the following survey
AND return to the Student Governments Office or an SG
representative.
1. How many hours are you presently taking at UCF?
3
6
9
12
15+ .
2. How many children do you have?
1
2
3
4
5

6

7+

~

C. If your answer to item 4 was NO. would you like more
information on the Flexcare Progran1?
Yes
No.
Name _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone _ _ _ _ __

5. The present cost for Flexcare registration is $20.00 per child, per
semester. As a student, do you feel this is an affordable fee?
Yes
No.
6. The present hourly rate is $2.00 per child, per hour with a 10%
discount for siblings. As a student, do you feel this rate is affordable?
Yes
No

3. Ages? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_:-&· Are you aware of the Creative School-Flexcare Program?
Yes
No
A. If your answer to item 4 was YES, are you presently utilizing the
program and if not, why?
Utilizing Program _ _
Not Utilizing Program _

B. What are you presently paying for child care while you are
attending classes at UCF?
(MontWy, daily, hourly?) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7. If you answered No to items 5 and 6, how much should Flexcare
Program for ch.ildren cost students?

Registration fee _
Multiple Siblings _

Hourly Rate _

Ill

•.
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Sommersby,' with Gere, is definitely an emotional experience

1

•

•

•

To be or not to be Jack Sommersby
... that is the q._Jestion. To be him. you
risk hanging for a crime you did not
commit. To not be him. you risk losing
everything you love. Sound confusing? That only begins to describe this
movie.
The moment Jack Sommersby
CRichard Gere) emerges from the
wilderness to reclaim his life after a
seven-year absence, he brings dramatic change - and chaos - to his
hometown and everyone in it. Looking entirely the same, but acting
entirely different. suspicions arise
as to whether Jack Sommersby is
the man he claims to be.
His wife. Laurel <Jodie Foster), felt
the strain of running the Vine Hill.
Tennessee plantation on her own.
raising a child and surviving a devastating war. but she also felt the release of freedom from Somrnersby' s
coldness and brutality. When Jack
Sommersby rekindles a new, gentler.
more passionate love in Laurel. she
begins to wonder if the man she nON
loves is truly her husband.

Set during post-Civil War reconstruction, the film blatantly ignores
the violence towards the newly freed
slaves and the anti-yankee hostility.
The occasional "N" word and a clumsily filmed token Ku Klux Klan scene
just are not enough to give the film
any historical integrity. Rather the
virgin director, Jon Amiel. still new
to American cinema. chooses to
focus on the overplayed. melodramatic epic love story theme.
Despite the film's lack of integrity,
Richard Gere's excellent portrayal of
Sommersby lends credibility to the
film as a whole.
Unfortunately. the same cannot
be said for Jody Foster's lackluster.
uninspired performance as LaureL
Desperately trying to escape her
Clarice Starling C"Silence Of The
Lambs") image. she reaches out for
a role more suited for Meryi Streep.
Despite the mediocrity of the
script. James Eari Jones turns in an
impressive performance as Judge
Isaacs, the man who rules over
Sommersby's future. This film. with-

Richard Gere (Jack Sommersby) stars in Warner Bros.' Romantic
drama, "Sommersby."(courtesytwarner bros.) .
out Jones, would be like watching
"A Few Good Men" without Jack
Nicholson.
To Sat any more would ruin the film.
Whatever questions that remain
are temporarily swept aside at the
conclusion of the film. Definitely an

emotional experience. the old softies out there better bring their
Kleenex because thi~ is what an
epic love story is all about.
• heather lee
central florida future

NOTICE TO STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
•

Individual Students* and Faculty* can now take
advantage of Fountain Auto Mall's Group/Institution Purchase Plan. This plan was previously only
offered to UCF's Internal Purchasing Department.

Take advantage of:
-Prenegotiated volume-purchase prices
-GMAC's College Grad Finance Plan
-Financing that's easy to qualify for

Choose from:

.

-Mitsubishi, Isuzu, GMC, Oldsmobile and a
great selection of warranteed used vehicles

•

American Red Cross

You must contact:

Chad Rogers (407) 240-3800 ext 384
Group Purchase Coordinator

Dear Gabby

*with Student or Faculty ID

•

Man or Monkey?
Dear Gabby: My lover has body hair up to two inches long on parts of his body! The only benefit
is that after making love I never have to floss my teeth. Should I ask him to trim his body hair?
Flossed Out

Over half the peov.le who
have diabetes don't know it
Are you one of lbe sez·en million Americans uho baz·e
diabetes and don 'I know you have ii?

Diabetes is a serious disease Iba! can often be
managed. .If you know you have ii.
Nol'lm1ber is National Diabetes Month. For a free copy
of the diabetes risk lest, call your local American Diabetes
A\5ociatio11.
Knour/~g )'OU have diabetes could save )'Our life:

A

American
Diabetes
•
•
.. Assoc1at10n..

American Diabetes Association
3101 Magui1e Blvd .. suite 2ss
0!1ando, FL 32803
(407) 894-3888

Dear Flossed Out: Women trim their body hair and its high time that men learned grooming habits
that distinguish them from being monkeys!
Dear Gabby: I am a 32 year old handsome, romantic man and love to take women out to dinner,
theater,. concerts, etc.... I just love the friendship of women and expect nothing in return. Even
though I'm generous, I have trouble meeting enough women I like to take out. Slim Pi~kings
Dear Slim Pickings: I'm reading between the lines you'd like to have a larger selection of dates
rather than just one special person. Try a new service in Orlando called Tele-Companions! It's a
phone personals service that allows you to listen for free to recordings of thousands of local women
describing themselves and their desires. The service has with all kinds of women because they are
never charged to record personal ads or leave messages for men. Women nor men need to have a
recording in the system to leave messages for each other. People use the service for everything
from erotic encounters to meeting the love of their life or just to make new friends. Phone numbers
and last names are never given in the recordings so you can remain anonymous! Calls can even be
forwarded to each other provided the persons recording call forward feature is activated! The
number to call in Orlando is 422-5115. People using this new and better way to meet always have
messages to pick up because thousands call daily. It's easy to see why thousands of men and
women use this new service to meet dates. I guarantee you will meet more fun dates with this
service than anything else you've tried. Paid Advertisin
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Mystery Roast: Cannibalism was never this good
First of all, The Mystery Roast is not another
Jeffrey Dahmer cookbook. This new novel by Peter
Gadol has absolutely nething to do with cannibalism,
despite its unusual name. The mystery roast referred
to in the title is not meat- most definitely not human
meat. anyway - but coffee.
It's all right. Breathe.
There's no cannibalism in Gadol's novel. The
Mystery Roast is about the adventures of Eric, 27,
in the big jungle most people call hell, or purgatory,
or Babylon, or what have you. People who live there
call it New York.
This novel is, in fact. a New York story written by a
Harvard-€ducated Californian. And it works wonderfully.
Peter Gadol kncms New York What is more. he has
genuine respect and love forthe town. And, more importantly, he is not afraid to deal with New Yorl<ian life honestly.
New York. for all its wild beauty and bohemian charm, can
be a pretty shitty place to live and learn.
The novel follows Eric's life in the ·big city for a
year. He meets up with an old friend, an artist Timothy. Eric also meets Inca, a gadget designer
who occasionally poses for Timothy. They hang out
at a cafe called the "Mystery Roast. " run by a guy
called Andre, who never really knows what kind of
coffee he serves his customers. It's too fun a story
to tattle. If you want to know how that whole
mystery thing came to be, you'll have to read the
book. Anyway, the story doesn't really center around
the cafe: it centers around the people who drink

coffee in the cafe. The Mystery Roast is a fun book.
It's interesting, witty, often funny and very engaging. It is thoroughly touched by magic and oddity,
without being goopy or sugary. The Mystery Roast
is good and magical and edgy.
It isn't, however, a page turner.
You don't find big heroes or big villains anywher~.
Rather, what you find is people - real people with
real emotions. And they, the characters, make this
novel a success. The Mystery Roast begins with a
polar bear trying to flee from the zoo, and it ends
with the unveiling of a manuscript dealing with the
same .subject.
A person's life (Eric's) is sandMched between these
two events. High art knocks on Eric's door, as well as
success, love. heartbreak, criminal activities, aardvarking,
museum hijinks, potato flashbacks, mystery coffee. international cuisine, mass marketing, more coffee and a
Cycladic Idol. The Idol is what lies at the heart of the novel.
Not only is it what turns Eric into what he eventually
becomes, but it is also resj'.X)t'lsible for avery unusual New
York summer ... Eric is a likable character. as is the rest of
the vi.orid of The Mystery Roast .
Even its "viltain," a museum curator, is difficult to
dislike. Timothy is a great character, as is Inca, as is _
the cafe' s cat. Ditto for the Idol, a semi-inanimate
stone spulpture. New York is, perhaps. the novel's
style and a witty voice. The Mystery Roast is hi~
most interesting character: the city is as likable as
second novel.
the cafe' s cat Cand the cat is adorable).
• juan martinez
Peter Gadol is awonderful writer with a polished
central florida future

Caveat Emptor: A guide for buy American nuts .

·BUY

THIS
BOOK
Eric Lefcowitz
author of Are You PC?

of all cars, the Pontiac LeMans, is made in Korea. On top
My, my, hON times have changed.
. It was only a quarter-centUry ago that Jeny Ruebens of that. the majority of our nation's candy is produced by
"' produced a bestseller going under the title of "Steal This those damn foreigners - including the Butterfoger ald
Book!" Now we have Eric Lefcowitz. the author of "Are Saby Ruth bars, both of which are produced in SwitzerYou PC?" tapping into the latest demonstration of patri- land.
Perhaps Lefcowitz's most appalling discovery is how
otic fervor with the edition of "Buy Ameriqm. Buy this
book"
we. as buying Americans. are being recoloni;zed bytheold
But what could one expect from Ten Speed Press, the empire.
"You have to hand it to the British," he VY'l'ites. "And
publishers of last year's "\A/hat Bird Did That?" - an
we
do, ·time and again, generally in small bills issued by the
ornithological guide that identified bird species by their
U.S. treasury."
droppings.
Consumer electronics, fashion, Bvis memorabilia and
"Buy American" is a book that immediately appeals to
practices.
even drugs come underthe sharpeyeoftheallthe potential reader's duty to purchase items produced in
the good old U.S.A Bordered by stars. the title is Arnerican consumer, Eric Lefcowitz.
He even shOws some tricks of the trade utilized by
emblazoned in a mixture of red, white and blue.
foreign rnanufaturers to mislead the American buying
Hoo American can one get?
Well, the best is inside the pages. For Lefcowitz C a public. For instance, did you know that there is a manufac- good American-cum-Anglo-European name if there ever turing town in Japan by the name of Usa?
Subtitled "The Patriotic Consumer's Guide,"
was one) immediately proceeds to ~rt that most American of all activities - bashing potential competition or Lefoo..vitz' s book is try turns revealing, riotouslyfumyand
an interesting source of goods-producing trivia. In these
alternatives.
"Are you a patriotic consumer'?" challenges the au- days - as people try harder and harder to be "gcx:>d"
thor. Vvho goes on to cite facts and ~res that counter consumers:- it is nice to have someone come out and
anyone' sclaim to that mantle, no matterhON much we as paint a moustache on the serious face of consumerism.
consumers mightthinkwearebuyingAmerican products.
LefroMtz has done precisely that Cl1d needs to be
Lefcovvitz goes on to show hem we, the American applauded for his efforts in the only way that is possibly
public, have been bamboozled into thinking that-we were justifiable - by buying his book
purchasing U.S.A-made items, when - in actuality• bill cushing
we were being duped.
editor in chief
for example, were ~u aware thatthat most American

Mick's 1Wandering Spirit' brings back Stone confindence
Leave it to Mick Jagger to come back
with an album that automatically brings
to mind the best of The Rolling Stones
and also a newer slinkier sound, without
rehashing the past or ripping himself off.
Wandering Spirit is a smooth blend of
Stones. funk and blues. masterfully produced under the guidance of Rick Rubin.
Rubin, who has been the key to many
a successful album. including works from
The Beastie Boys, Run DMC and Red
Hot Chili Peppers, helps Jagger to
loosen up and create a real feel for the
material.

When Jagger croons his trademark
falsetto in "Sweet Thing, you can feel
the sex in his voice. On "Use Me. a
duet with Lenny Kravitz, the bass line is
so smooth. and the track so raw it
sounds like a downright jam. Full of
energy and spirit. not post-production
re-mixing.
Some of Spirit's tracks even blend in
the influence of country and Irish folk
music, an experiment that doesn't always work. But on "Evening Gown" and
"Handsome Molly," Jagger pulls it off,
with stunning bravado (albeit sounding a
11

11

bit like Willie Nelson).
The difference between this album
and Jagger's past two solo efforts is the
way he slides from song to song with a
cocky confidence. His stage persona
has always lived up to this attitude, but
his albums haven't.
On Wandering Spirit, Jagger and Rick
Rubin find the perfect way to translate
Jagger's natural energy level onto an
album.
• david j shoulberg
staff writer
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Industrial Heroin taking root in Orlando
With some bands today, the name
gives away their style of music. This is
not true for the local band Heroin. The
name sounds and feels like a harsh
metal band.
However, Heroin is Orlando's own
industrial band. For those of you who
missed out on the industrial parade.
with bands such as Nine Inch Nails,
Ministry and Pigface, Heroin is not like
these bands at all: their style is all their
own.
The band consists of guitarist/
keyboardist Jay Chapman. Pete Matchett
on bass guitar and keyboard, Gerald
Beckham on percussion and lyricist
Anton Estin.
Their self-titled EP is like eerie poetry tightly woven into a gothic indus-

trial feel. When singer Anton exclaims
in the song "One in the Night," "I drink ·
all your tears like wine." the mood of.
Heroin is set.
The drum beats are as harsh as the
lyrics, with Anton's voice soothingly
hypnotizing his words into your head.
Probably the most fascinating aspect of Heroin is that they are only a·
local band. The tape feels as if it was
produced by a big budget record company.
The EP cassette will be released in
late February, but they can be seen on
Feb. 25 at Club Nowhere and Feb. 28
at Resurrection.
• justin best
central florida future

Knocking on Death's Door Sa'mite jazzes up A~ditorium
The thing about compilation albums "Hideous Infirmity."
is that there is bound to be something . Someoftheothertracksdonotfare
good, but there is also bound to be as well. Thosewhoarestillwrapped up
something that sucks. At Death's Door in the '70s might find Death's cover of
II is no exception.
theKisssong "GodofThunder" amusAs the name implies, all the material ing, but that is about all I can say.
on the album is death-metal. A few
Malevolent Creation's cover of
tracks stand out. most notably Fear · Slayer's "Piece by Piece" gets my
Factory's "Martyr," who break death- mark for the worst track. It kind of
metal tradition and actually do a bit of reminds me of my high school garagesinging. Actually, Fear Factory breaks band days.
a lot of new ground and is probably
So. if you wantto listen to a bunch of
one of the better death-metal bands good. mediocre and horrible deatharound today.
metal bands, you cannot do better than
Gorguts, a rather chilling death- - At Death's Door II.
metal band <They are from Canada,
• dave bauer
get my humor? Ha! Ha!), also has one
central florida future
of the better tracks on the album with

The Electrn-c debut
New album has backing of Prince,
Monie and the New Generation

Carmen Electra may not be the future of music, as her liner notes suggest. but that doesn't mean her selftitled debut isn't a heck of a lot of fun.
Electra, a playful mix of sex. rap
and sex. runs through her albums'
14 tracks with a flirtatious edge that
does well to cover up the simplicity
of her material.
True, at one point she exclaims.
"Let's go buy a funny hat and just
dance in the street." But the beat is
so funky, and hervoice is so friendly,
that we are willing to let the bubblegum lyrics go.
On "Step To The Mic," and "Everybody Gets On Up." Electra raps
over a beat so groovy that it just
screams for foot tapping. And while
she is no Chuck D, her rapping is
confident and enjoyable.
"Just A Little Lovin," takes an
influential cue from her label mate
father of funk George Clinton, while

"All That" is a whispy erotic rap
over the music from Prince's killer
ballad "Adore. ,.,
In fact, much of Electra's album
is written by Prince and members
of his group, The New Power Generation.
Rapper Monie Love even checks
in to write a few album tracks.
I seem to find myself making a lot
of justifications as to why I like this
album so much, when it seems a
likely candidate for criticism.
Well. I suppose the answer is that
the album's playful spirit doesn't ask
to be judged but rather, just to be
listened to and enjoyed.
There is no message here. Unless
of course, you act on that dance-inthe-street-with-a-funny-hat thing.

• david j shoulberg
staff wrtier

The auditorium in UCF's new Visual
Arts Building has been open for a year
OON, but it never really rocked until the
night of Feb. 8.
That was the evening that Samite of
Uganda took the stage to perform a
concertheldtohonorBlackHistoryMonth
aswellastobenefittheSomalianFamine
Relief Fund. Joined by guitarist Anthony
Micahel Pederson and percussionist
Kweyao Agyapon. Samite moved from
one instrument to another, performing
two.set~ that lasted nearly two hours.
The UCF show was the last stop in
the Southeast before the trio headed
to Denver and the West Coast.
Samite, originally from Uganda, has
been living in upstate New York since
1987. He has been performing with
Agyapon and Pederson for the past
three years since teaming up with them
in the Fort Green section of Brooklyn,
Pederson's hometown.
·
"I play in five or six different bands right
now," Pederson said. He plays all formats. from jazz and rock to folk, and favors
the acoustic six-string guitar.
His acoustic sound mixes well with
Agyapon's drumming, a style that reminds the listener of Mickey Hart's
Rolling Thunder sound and seems part
improvisation and part rehearsed.
The group plays all sorts of venues.
,,,While they are in greater demand on
college and university campuses or at
music workshops. they also perform at
a number of ethnic and cultural festivals.

Blac~

"We mi~.'lbedoinganindustrialfair,"
Pederson ~"It also ~s at dubs," Agyapon
said, recallif"ja shcm they had just given
at New Yo~'s Sounds of Brazil.
The ban~'s show is built around
audience · '*1rticipation, and Samite
found a willf\g group in the UCF audience of 20Q or more.
"Music i~asted unless you dance
to it." Samili told the UCF crowd. The
response :vls positive.
While thfj music moves its listen~
ers, it also 11as a message to tell.
"They're~ all my own compositions
but they're ~ixed in with the old traditional storie~. Samite explained.
· "Most ofihem are in a parable fOrm,"
said Agyapon. "It's not exactly the griot
tradition. Beeause the United States is a
'classless' society, people can take titles
witOOutgoingthroughthemechanisms.
This bothefs Agyapon. who recalled a
colleague wf')O is 17 years his junior, yet
labels himse1f a "master c;frummer."
Agyapon has been at his craft for <:Ner a
quarterofa~turyand said hehasn'tyet
learned it al[ · .
Ukewse~ .Samite has been playing
·since a child;~fter his grandfather began
him on flute
Yet. even with this
experience, he still considers himself a
student of the music.
On Feb. though, this student administered
real lessons.
11

11

issons.

a:

some

• bill cushing
editor-in-chief

47: May cure boredom

Bands today lack the originality that they
used to have and need to make it big. Black
47 is definitely original, being a hard guitar
band set to Irish folk- sfyie music.
This New York-based band formed in
the post-Reagan era determined to be
known, all the while being kicked out of
clubs.
Black47'sstylehas, however, earned
them recognition, with a video on MlV
for their song "Funky Ceili" <Birdie's
Song). This song is a sad tale set to the
tempo of an Irish jig.
It is definitely different. which may be
mistaken as good. Their songs also deal
with problems in politics. which is shown
in the song "James Connolly." about
Dublin's working class. Their song "Black

47" tells of the potato famine.
The music is OK maybe even enjoyable. It is a nice change of pace from the
norm with the band's multi-instrumental
line-up.
However lead vocalist Larry Kirwan' s
whiny voice is annoyingly high. The horrifying part about Black 47 is that their
songs are almost catchy and pleasant.
They are not really as bad as they
sound, if given a try. Ric Ocasek from the
Cars helped produce Black 47, so there
definitely is a silliness factor to it. Basically, Black 47 is worth a try if you're
bored with what's out there now.

• justin best
central florida future
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Guns N Roses causes more November Rain
Word has it that Guns N Roses is about
to release a home video on the making of
"November Rain." As ifthat is going to help·
af¥000understandtheseven-minutemess
of abstract images that Axl Rose dreamed
upCprobablyinoneofhistherapysess:ons).
Even guitarist Slash, during a recent interviewWth MTV, admittedthathewasbaffled
by most of GNR's videos. He went on to
saythat hejust shows up forfilming, and Ax!
makes the video decisions.
It seems that most videos on MlVthese
days fall into two categories, either as
incoherent and random as a David Lynch
film or about as simple as com flakes. Sure
there are exceptions. . . videos that tell a
story without being pretentious.
Look at Peart Jam's "Jeremy." It's one
of the year's best videos - arty, stimulating to watch and most importantly,
understandable. In subject matter it's
very similar to another great video,
Aerosmith' s "Janie's Got A Gun." Both
deal with the problems of youth. However, all videos aren't that lucky.
Here is a look at a few extremes
from both ends:

"Don't Cry," Guns N Roses-Anold, dered. If only it were by icepick ...
yetconfused,video.WeseeAxlalive.then
Then of course. we have "Baby's
dead, then naked. Thenafterheisdeadand Got Back," Sir Mix A-Lot and "Rump
naked. vve see Axl looking in on his O'M'l Shaker," Wrecks N Effects - What
body, only to be burled alive later on in th~ can you say? Asses, asses and more
clip. I kept expecting Shirley McClaine to asses. Big asses, little asses. shaking
asses. asses in bathing suits. pointing
show up and yell, "Yo! Axl, over here!"
"Deeper and Deeper" and "Bad to asses, singing about asses ... can
Girl," Madonna - Remember the you say high concept?
..::dh:-.
"Heal the World," Michael
good ole frivolous videos of Madonna? Diamonds and furs in If~~
Jackson - After seeing the
"Material Girl and sexy ~~~n:~~W
\~i& interview on Oprah I won't
nymph-mermaids in fFll~if:\11mr1;h:
:. :. · : . W~;m slam on Mike person" Ch . h " Wh h
... ··
":::~:::r-··::::*:~.: ~l;~:::::=·
~~.:::;::::::::l
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newest album, Erot 1ca, ·:ft~.
l~@MtWH:::M*a
)ff¥ 1s ire mon age o
was released, she ·. : ( lb .
imW~Nt~lJ,~i
.::(fW. starving children. war
threw it all away for
"::~l~~th:,. . ~liiti~:~ll:li~i!~§P· ,:t:Ji!Y':. footage and overall ugFreudian de~usions a~d ....~ffi!!::~;i~~m1"ss"'';·ssrss11l:.:;:lw~:: . liness in th~ world. in ~b
..
..While
!,.,,....
solutelybonng.
Bad Girl 1s easier ex'·::::l:l:::~:lW"
of stuff, went out with
plained than "Deeper and Deeper, it·:,~:.:··"WeAre The World." Someone wake
still looks like a Calvin Klein Obses- Michael up and tell him. Maybe they
sion as gone bad. Actor Christopher can use this as a Sally Struthers adopt
Walken looms overhead as a death- a third world child commercial.
"Garden of Eden," Guns N Roses
like figure, while Madonna smokes
phallic cigarettes. sleeps with every- - In an effort to make a video that
thing that moves and then gets mur- - even Slash can understand, this fits

.
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the bill. Forget all the other GNR videos we spoke of, this one-take, freefor-all. is about as simple as they come.
It's like watching a cartoon, but instead of little cute animals, we've got
big hairy ones.
Anything by TLC- Three women in
neon clothing with matching condoms.
dancing to the same beat in every
video. Please don't tell me that there
is some higher meaning involved.
It would seem that by making pretentious high concept videos the entire purpose of doing the clip is lost. Is
there some great message involved?
Some important concept that the
artist felt strong enough to write a
song about? Why not express that in
the video?
Don't make pulp MTV material. but
don't forfeit your message for the
sake of an arty video. And hey. if all
else fails, just throw some big, shaking
asses up on the screen.
• david j shoulberg
staff writer
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Writers
Wanted.
Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

We are looking for students
Interested In sharpening
their writing skills In all ar-

eas:
•news

• :eatures
. Belz Factory
Outlet World
Mall 2
363-4670

OUTLET·

10% ·student discount on ro~ular ·merchandise with UCF ID

•

•sports
• oplnlon/edltorlal

All students
welcome.
Call 823-6397 for
further information.
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New rave waves come to 0-town II
11

..

A few years ago, the
rave
seeds
were
planted in Florida, now
they have blossomed,
with the help of the
ravers of the new generation, into the latest
all out sonic and visual
attack on all your sensory perceptions. Come
let's experience .an
evening of purely euphoric pleasure... Its
time to face the future."

-unknown raver
The poster read like a religious prophecy. It hung on the
front window of The Drop
Shop. beckoning us to enter
to see what alternate reality
awaited us insid~. We didn't
know what to expect, and we
entered with much anticipation.
Once inside, our immediate reaction was one of awe,
wondering how we had man-

aged to go through a time
warp to the '60s. After further observation, however,
we realized it was much more
than that. The Dr. Seuss hat
sitting comfortably on a
mannequin's head told us this
underground culture was
more than just a '60s flashback.
The Drop Shop, located in
downtown Orlando, is a·rave
store. It's a "creative fashion concept" store, to be
more precise. Mike Johnson.
the owner, is a recent UCF
graduate. He was an advertising major who knew he
wanted to go into business
for himself. "The store is
doing well. Raves are becoming more and more popular in Orlando," he said.
Raves originated in Europe, much like the punk rock
movement did, before beco.ming popular in the states:
This underground drug cul-

tu re caught on quickly with a this culture is much different
generation of Americans who than the music of the '60s.
prefer an alternate reality to Hate and anger seem to perthe one they face on a day to vade through the rhythm and
lyrics. unlike the message of
day basis.
This new culture combines peace and love brought forth
the use of mind altering drugs by the hippie generation.
such as LSD and Ecstasy with
•jack roth/heather lee
its own music, fashion and
central florida future
spirit which culminate to produce a reality that enhances
one's sensory perceptions.
It borrows much from the Note:
If this story seems like deja
'60s, especially the resurvu.
you might have read part
gence of drugs, but it also
adds its own flavor which is of it before. It ran in the Febunique to this generation of ruary 11 issue of The Future
on page Fl. There was supfree-spirited youth.
An accurate fashion state- posed to be a jump to page
ment for this alternative F2, but the ju mp space was
lifestyle would require one to filled with public service anlook like the Grinch who stole nouncements due to a techChristmas. Cartoon charac- .nical error in our production
ters such as Felix the Cat department. Sorry for the inand Dr. Seuss's The Cat in convenience. Look fora story
the Hat are prevalent in the next week about the Rave
rave culture.
that took place Saturday at
"Acid Mouse" music of Tuperware Center.

$2.99

Three Days

12-pack Cans

Limit Two (2) t2-packs per customer

o .nly!
Feb. 18 -20

3 for

99¢

Snickers

Hot. Dog

~@

Buyone
~Get one FREE
Tortilla Chips· ·
6.5oz. Bag

$1.49

49¢

~<><>i;e:r Gir-1s
on location
· Friday, Feb. 19th 3:00pm to 6:00pm
and
Saturday, Feb. 20th 12:00pm to 3:00pm

12oz. Cans

6-pack

$3 • 29

12-pack
12oz. Cans

$S • 99

6-pack ·
12oz. Cans

$1 • 89

These Special Offers are good only at...
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4009 N. Goldenrod Rd.
Winter Park, FL 32792
(407) 677-7988

Complete Auto Repair Center
with Car Wash
Open 24 Hours Per Day I 365 Days
All Items on this page available while supplies last

FREE
COFFEE

with purchase of
a Hostess Cake

F7

Fugazi
Fugazi is definitely a band
with an attitude. Forone thing,
they stipulate a maximum $5
ticket price to their concerts
with no age restrictions. They
do not do interviews with
publications that have tobacco or alcohol advertisements. And last Saturday
night at the Edge, they began
their set by yelling at the audience .
"ShudderTo Think are out
friends. We invited them to
come out and play with us,
and you all threw shit at them.
You suck!" guitarist/vocalist
Ian MacKaye said, referring
to the poor reception their
opening act received.
After a few minutes of
lecturing about how stupid
stage diving is and a couple
of other topics. the music
began. Slow at times. but
mostly fast and full of raw
energy, Fugazi played an
hour and a halfoftheirpunkinfluenced, hard core songs
like "Nie Fit" and "No."
Fugazi. who take their
name from the Vietnam slang
term meaning "crisis". played
a number of songs off their
last album, Steady Diet of
Nothing. They also played a
variety of songs from their
otherfour albums. all of which
were released on MacKaye's
own Dischord label.
Surprisingly, Fugazi did not
seem to mind sharing their
stage space with members
of the audience. The band let
a dozen or so individuals who
were getting trampled in the
"pit", come up and sit on the
corner of the stage.
Actually, Fugazi let basically anyone come up and sit
on stage. myself included.
My somewhat inebriated
companion took me by the
hand, and the next thing I
knew I was sitting on stage.
ten feet away from the band.
And no one seemed to care.
After the show, as most
people were leaving, Fugazi
returned to the stage to tear
down their equipment, talking to anyone who wandered
on up. Guitarist/co-vocalist
Guy Piccioto, who seemed
so outgoing and almost abrasive on stage, was surprisingly shy one-on-one. He
smiled without looking up and
muttered a faint "thanks" as
several teen-age fans lavished praise on him.
Before the show. I knew
very little about Fugazi, and
I really did not know what to
expect. Afterwards, though,
I can see why Joan Jett
calls Fugazi one of her favorite bands.
!

• FREE BAlLONS • GIVE AWAYS •

• dave bauer
central florida future

SHAMROCK
BEVERAGE
Beer, Wine, Liquor,
Mixers, Cigarettes and Kegs

Busch
.&

Busch Light

$ 99

12pack

Specials Good
Thru 2124/93

Located RIGHT ACROSS
FROM UCF in between
12223 University Blvd.
Kinko's and
823-9370
UCF Credit Union

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.
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Until Robots
replace humans ...
your plasma will
always be needed.

...

-DID YOU KNOW?

YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

• Patients in shock
• Accident Victims
• Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors
for burns, surgery, or
for hemophiliacs
treatments of illness
• New Reasearch on life
threatening diseases

The Central Florida Future, in cooperationwith Universal Pictures,
is offering free posters and run-of-movie passes to "Army of Darkness." Simply drop by our trailer (behind the old art domes, on the
comer of Libra and Gemini drives) and answer this trivia question:
"Army of Darkness" is a fantasy film about an innocent man (Bruce
Campbell) hurtled by mysterious forces from the present back into the
DarkAges where he must battle an army ofthe dead in a quest for their
souls - and the chance to return to his own time.
Name a.book written by a famous 19th century American writer that
deals with a similar topic.

You can earn over $100 per month.
"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"
BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONUS
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION

•

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, FL 32805
.
(407) 841-2151 .

•

Sorry, quantities are limited; only one per person (each pass good for two).
0

Future's Suggestion for Weekend

N

Fun #20
V\fny not take a trip to a
dairy farm to see how
butter is made? It would
be udderly fun!

Want to maximize your perfonnance on the LS~T? Learn exactly
·
wha~ the test covers and effective test-taking strate9ies
· . from the comJ,any tha~ knows the test makers best.
Classes are starting right now. Call 407· 273·7111

KA·PLAN

The answer to the test question. ·

--- ------'· - - - - - - - - - ·_ _ _ _ _...J
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One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments in East Orlando.
$299 moves you in!
Limited Time Only!
(407) 365-8388
• Windows in Every Kitchen • Sand Volleyball
• Basketball
• Screened Patio
• Free Basic Cable Service
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Washer/ Dryer Available
•Tennis
•Shuttle Buses Available
• Racquetball

Don't
Drink
It will spoil
your trip.

and
Drive!

From University Boulevard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

Alafaya Woods lvd.
Univers·

Blvd.

•

